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Sony tones, we couldn't resist. It was great to see
such a big turn out for something other than a
Wateibuffalo meeting. Next week, we'll bring you
a one-on-two interview with Charest, as The Cord
and Waterloo's Imprint chase him around about
university funding. The things that keep us warm
as the winter days creep upon u5....
news
They're dropping like flies!
Another Students' Union
Hoard member bites it,
jumping ship in the midst of
. swirling controversy and
ineptitude. Check Mark Heasley's update on the
Union situation. Hanna Domagala takes you to
the new Science Building's launch party. A new
building and great free food. Mecca!
opinion]
Apathy seems to have
slipped out Laurier's back
door, if the onslaught of let-
ters we have received are
any indication. Again, if your
letter didn't get in this week, hold on - it's coming.
Inqueeries by Gary Van Lingen is back, and is a
must read like always.
I feature
gs List week's fun and games
; are put on hold this week,
I as the feature examines vio-
-1 lence at Laurier. An excellent
3 article by Lee Hewitt delves
into the issue of safety on campus, and if there is
reason to be alarmed. Greg Sloan takes you
through a brief look at recent Bag O'Crime and
violence stories in The Cord. Definitely presents
issues that need to be addressed.
sports|
Who cares about a major
league lockout when we
have two great teams here
at home? The varsity wom-
ens' hockey team is out to
make a mark starting on November 11. Mens' var-
sity hockey showed the football team how it's
done, and kicked Western's butt. Read up...
11entertainment
Have you seen Pulp Fiction
yet? Three people think you
should, as Entertainment
starts off with three reviews
of this new flick. Steve Doak
brings in a great review of the latest at Phil's, the
Gandharvas, and Aural Stimulation promises to
tantalize with great CD reviews this week by
Lauren Stephen and Aaron Hunter.
two cents worth]
For some reason, this just
seemed like humor week
up in the offices. According
to the Production posse, it's
happy positive day. Thanks -
to Anton and his endless cover page antics. Maybe
despite the dreary weather and irritating
midterms, you can still find a reason to rip a gut.
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"Ihaveacaucus thisbig."
Jean Charest spreads renewed Tory spirit
ROB GLOVER
Cord News
Although he joked about being in a place
called the Paul Martin Centre, at a university
named after a Liberal Prime Minister, nin by
a president who was once a Liberal Senator,
Conservative party leader Jean Charest still
received a warm and friendly reception
when he visited Laurier.
Charest was in Waterloo last Thursday,
seeking support and addressing the Tory
faithful, by outlining his plans for revamping
the Conservative party after its devastating
defeat last October.
In his speech, he freely acknowledged
the daunting task of rebuilding a party that
was left with only two seats, and in a time
when, in his own words, "Politics isn't very
fashionable."
He accused all parties, his own included,
of remaining basically the same for the past
twenty years, while Canadians have changed
greatly. As a result, he noted, there is a
greater demand for public accountability
than before. "Politicians, in the days of Paul
Martin, used to get the lx;nefit of the doubt.
They don't anymore."
Nonetheless, Charest argued that his party
is more needed now, precisely because it
represents a truly national view in an age
where regional parties dominate the opposi-
tion in Parliament.
He mentioned the upcoming referendum
in Quebec, and the importance of a national
voice to counter the separatists' arguments
for leaving Canada.
Charest's vision for national reconciliation
and party policy were vague on the specifics.
After his speech, he answered questions
from the audience. Most revolved around
the debt and fiscal responsibility. Charest,
being a self-proclaimed fiscal conservative,
outlined his concerns for the size of the debt
and the need to curb government spending.
However, on some issues, he was evasive.
When asked, for example, how his
approach to the question of Quebec separa-
tion would be different from the Liberal's, he
replied by accusing Jean Chretien of adopt-
ing a do-nothing, "Smile, be happy"
approach that will ultimately do them hann.
He also commented that Quebecers
shouldn't be forced into making only one
choice between the status quo and total sep-
aration. He didn't, however, outline what he
would do.
Charest was also asked to comment on
the Liberal's plans for reforming the social
system. He replied he understood the need
for looking at spending in all areas. He
mentioned the debate surrounding tuition
fees, and supported the need for accessibility
to universities, saying that his biggest con-
cern was that "it would be intimidating (to
enter university)... if they think and they
believe that by the time they get out they
will be burdened with such a heavy debt
that it may not be worth it". Again, he didn't
outline how, if at all, his government would
address this concern.
History professor Dr. Terry Copp, com-
mented to Charest that, if the generation
both he and Charest represent benefited
from the same policies that must now be
changed, it's only fair to expect those people
to pay the debt load, rather than passing it
off to the next generation? These people
won't have the opportunities the earlier gen-
eration had. "You can't get a university edu-
cation anymore without going $25,000 in
debt. Why don't you and I pay for it? We're
the ones who had all the advantages of all of
this opportunity that existed in the sixties
and seventies".
Charest pointed out how important a uni-
versity education is, whether or not it leads
to a job. He also suggested that the current
university student can expect a very different
job market than one even ten years ago, and
remarked that different skills, were needed in
the new economy. However, he didn't
answer the question
Coming next week, an up-close interview with
the man himself, Jean Charest, the leader of
thefederal Conservativeparty.
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NEWS
Ten Little Indians...
The body count continues to rise in the Students' Union
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News
The battle may be over, but the war
has just begun as the Students'
Union Board of Directors decided
in an 11 to 1 vote to rescind a
motion made at its previous meet-
ing to start recall proceedings
against Director Anish Makim.
It is decisions such as this, said
now ex-Board member Chris
Bradley, that led him to tender his
resignation this past Monday.
Although Bradley said that, "I
don't have the time to commit to
the Board that would let me do
things the way 1 would like them
done without sacrificing my school-
work and health", he also said tha,t
"the internal politics... had got to
the point where there was a lot of
crap, it was very frustrating tor
everyone involved."
Bradley made his opinion of the
competence of the Board, for
instance on the decision to recall
Makim, as a whole known when
he said that, "I don't feel that the
members of the Board are aware of
the policies that exist, or that were
open to them.
"It's now like a group dynamic,
one person gives an opinion and
then everyone jumps on the band-
wagon. I don't feel that Anish can
be dealt with fairly by the Board in
light of statements made by the
Students' Union."
The issue of Makim's continued
presence on the Board however,
remains a question. It was decided
at the Board meeting that Makim
will continue all his previous duties
as a member of the Board, but vol-
untarily suspended his voting privi-
leges for the rest of the term. In
January the Board will review his
jTerformance and work from there.
The Board did not however,
rescind the motion that was made
one week ago that asked Makim for
his resignation.
So the students of Laurier have
been spared from a three to four
thousand dollar referendum to
decide whether or not to vote out a
Director, where the reasons behind
it are all still being kept secret by
the Students' Union, under the
secrecy of the in camera meeting
umbrella.
Bradley is gone, Makin remains
on probation.
Chris Bradley:
Tired ofplaying in the BOD
sandbox with the little kids.
Anish Makim:
Will he stay or will he go?
Only time will te11...
Feds target $2.6 billion
for education cutback
A newFederal discussionpaper has students up in arms
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News
Alternately portrayed as either the cure for
the ills of Canada's education funding system
or raw sewage, parts of the federal govern-
ment's recent discussion paper "Agenda:
Jobs and Growth" has drawn the attention of
students nationwide.
On October 24th, a delegation from the
provincial student
lobby group, the
Onta r i o
Undergraduate
Students' Alliance
met with Minister
of Human
Resources Lloyd
Axworthy. They
discussed the
paper, and his
proposed changes
to social program
funding.
These changes
could result in the
cutting of $2.6 bil-
lion in federal
cash transfers that
Ontario receives
lor post-secondary
education every
year. These
changes could
also double
tuition.
Federal sup-
port for post-sec-
ondary education
totals $8 billion a year. The largest chunk of
this comes from Established Program
I'unding (EPF), in the amount of $3.5 billion
in tax credits. The EPF is safe from cuts,
however, it represents a legally binding com-
mitment between Ottawa and the provinces.
The proposed plan outlined in the dis-
cussion paper targets the $2.6 billion in cash
that the province receives, an amount which
has been dwindling. This annual cash trans-
fer was to continue for the next 30 years, as
mandated by the last federal government.
But under the current federal government,
the cash will be cut off "in about ten years".
Io replace this, the paper suggests that
To replace this
($2.6 billion), the
paper suggests
that"spending
couldshiftfrom
support to
institutions via
theprovinces, to
expanded loans
for individuals."
Wepay, the gov-
ernment doesn't.
"spending could shift from support to institu-
tions via the provinces, to expanded loans
for individuals." What the paper is consider-
ing is federally funded income contingent i
loans, loans that take into account the
graduate's ability to pay after they have ,
o J l J J
earned their degree.
This presents a problem. If students
start ringing up loans to the tune of over J
$20 000, it could gel
expensive for the govern-
ment should more stu-
dents start defaulting on
their loans.
Despite this,
Laurier Students' Union
President Ralph
Spoltore who was a
member of"the OUSA
delegation said of
the meeting with
Axworthy that "The
bottom line is that
it worked out real-
ly well."
OUSA later
issued a state
ment that quot
ed Axwort)
promising that
students don't
have to worry
about $2000
tuition hikes.
Students
are not so
easily pla-
cated though. At cam-
puses across Canada
copies of the paper
have been burned
and ripped apart in
protest.
The two national
student lobby
groups - the*_/
1
Canadian Fed-
eration of Students (CFS)
and the Canadian Alliance of Students
(CASA) plan large scale protests to make
their negative views on the paper known to
the government.
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Come on in!
HANNA DOMAGALA
Cord News
On Friday October 28th there was
excitement in the air, good food
and hundreds of people, young and
old.
No, it was not a Hallowe'en
hash. It was the Hard Hat Party to
celebrate the coming opening of the
new science building. This was the
first time the public was allowed to
enter this latest addition to Laurier.
The primary purpose of the
event was to attract potential
donors. Additionally, it was orga-
nizecl for people to see what has
been accomplished thus far. Mark
Rittinger, the development officer in
charge of organization, said it
"would give people a sense of par-
ticipation and a sense of achieve-
ment." He also thought it would he
good for alumni to see what has
been happening on campus.
The government funded $14.6
million of the total cost of the build-
ing. The other $2.35 million still
needs to be raised. The executive
director of development, Linda
Moxsom, plans to approach 50 sci-
ence companies, 5000 science stu-
dents (through events) as well as 12
foundations, for the remaining
Rinds.
During the evening hundreds of
people gathered on the ground
floor to inspect the building, sample
the food and listen to speeches
from WLU President Lorna Marsden,
Dean of Arts and Sciences Arthur
Read, Chair of the Board of
Governors Betty Simms, and the
Biology Club president Bill Scully.
In their speeches, they eagerly
highlighted the distinguished fea-
tures of the building, such as the
The building's there, but millionsare
still neededfor new science building
one-way observation room for
Psychology students, the Chemistry
room in which the temperature can
he turned down to 4oC. The well-
equipped labs, modern ventilation
system, easy access for disabled
persons, and the biggest lecture hall
on campus, were also highlighted.
"Students will not realize what a
good deal we got. We hit the mar-
ket at a time when contractors were
struggling to survive," said Dr.
Arthur Read, Dean of Arts and
Science.
It was an opportunity to see the
building in which the next genera-
tion of scientists will be taught.
There was something for everyone
to relish. Alumni had a chance to
visit the campus once more, compa-
nies had the opportunity to display
their food and advertise the new
cafeteria, and the university had the
opportunity to campaign for funds.
As for the students, they not
only received a good, free meal, but
also had a chance to become
acquainted with "definitely the
finest building on campus," as Bill
Scully, die president of the biology
club, described it.
» WLU President Marsden and Dean Reid had their party hats on. Did you?
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Wednesday, November 2
Vy* • Men's Hockey vs. York 7:30 p.m.
112 v'
• Women's Volleyball vs. McMaster 6 p.m.
• Anthropology Club "Funky Film Fest" at 7
y II p.m.
C\
* Zeitworte: Words of their time exhibition
Mf b U I C II U Q I illustrating Germany's postwar history.
flf C Iff Q fll \IP Rotunda of City Hall, Kitchener. 9 a.m. to 9U| L fCI! I J p.m. daily.
& • Cord news writer's meeting 5 p.m. Cord
" office.
No Cover For Thursday QsS/ -
Ladies Might
Spcci»l
pr£
dies Ladies can win a Return Trip To
For the
w Lyr jc |n a UMO Laser Display |
Friday
Energy 10$ g|o|jal Groove Friday
presents with *
Terry "T.K." Kelly
Saturday
Chris Sheppard Pirate Radio Broadcast
Join us every Saturday as Chris Sheppard
broadcasts live to air on Energy 108
Sunday oCoNovember 6
All Ages Dance Party ;%
with Chris Sheppard I
Runs Every Thursday, 1 , ~. . .
-. . . « . . -o 1 University AveFriday and Saturday —
First Departure @ 8:00 /
Last Return @ 2:00 1 Wa,erlo ° Co"°P Res'/ s
Catch a FREE Ride to 2 Me'aPizza { 112 Q N™u„ j
the Ultimate Party! | Ontario
~ I
• Economics Club is having a Career Info • Anthropology Club Exotic Food Nite
Session. Faculty Lounge 5:30 to 7 p.m.
• Musician's Network: Laurier Live Concert in • Joel Halpern speaks on "Anthropological
the Turret Perspectives on the War in Bosnia." Faculty
• Laurier Christian Fellowship, Wednesday Lounge 7:15 p.m. For more info call 884-
Night Live at 5:30 p.m. in Turret. 0710 ext. 3402.
• Debating Club General Meeting, 5:30 p.m. • Monday Night Football in Wilfs
P1017. • English Club has Dr. Teisan for another in
Thursday, November 3 the Informal Lecture Series
• Laurier Pagan and Psychic Fellowship pre- • AIESEC Corporate Relations and Marketing
sents lecture on Wicca 5:30 p.m. Room 2- Meeting. At 5:30 p.m. in P2027 (call
205 CTB. Corona at 725-1421 if you have any ques-
• Gerald T. Sheppard presents two lectures tions)
at Mount Zion Evangelical Lutheran Tuesday, November 8
Church 2 p.m. Free admission. For more • Careers in Law Night 7 p.m. Turret.
info call 884-0710 ext. 3234. • Music at Noon. Recital Hall. Free admission.
• Gary McGill at Wilfs • Charity Ball tickets on sale in Concourse.
• German and French and Spanish Klubs • Greek Council Jam Night in Wilfs
are going roller skating. Fveryone wel- • "The Accounts of Luke" 8 p.m. in the T.A.
come. Meet 8 p.m. in the Concourse. • Drama Club General Meeting, at 5:30 p.m.
Friday, November 4 in Seminary Room 101.
•Seminar "Non-Linear Dynamics in Wednesday, November 9
Ecology". 12:30 p.m. Room P1013/ P1007. • SUB expansion ground breaking ceremony
For more info call 884-0710 ext. 2230. 11 a.m. For more info call 884-1360.
• Pete Coullard at Wilfs • Red Cross Blood Donor Clinic all day in the
• Cord Staff meeting. Turret 2:30 p.m. Free T.A.
Admission. • Amnesty Meeting. 5:30 p.m. Niobe Lounge
Saturday, November 5 • Debating Club General Meeting, 5:30 p.m.
• WLU Baroque Ensemble. 8 p.m. Recital Room P1017
hall. Free admission. • Kevin Kelly, Montreal artist will discuss his
• Yates Cup: Laurier vs. Western. Home work and show slides. 4 p.m. P1027. Free
game. admission. For more info call 884-0710 ext.
• Laurier Pagan and Psychic Fellowship is 3800.
holding a Wiccan Public Ritual at 7 p.m.. • AIESEC General Meeting. Next year's presi-
Sunday, November 6 dent will be elected at this meeting. Room
• Central Canada Debate Finals 2:45 p.m. 4-201, at 5:30 p.m.
T.A. Free admission. • Laurier Christian Fellowship, Worship meet-
• K-W Chamber Orchestra chamber concert ing, 5:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m. Recital Flail. • Charity ball tickets on sale in Concourse.
• Equestrian Club is having a trail ride. • "The Accounts of Luke" 8 p.m. in the T.A.
Monday, November 7 • Atari user group, KWEST, general meeting.
• Legal Week logins. 7 p.m. in room MC2009, U of W. For more
• Charity Ball tickets go on sale today in the info call 725-2068.
Concourse. $30 per person.
Bag O' Crime
From the offices of Peter Jorg,
Manager of WI.U Security
Seivices aucl Guide Ihrough the
Midnight Darkness
Theft Under $1000
1430 Hrs Tue. 25 Oct. 94
A WI.U student reported the
theft of his bicycle from outside
the Peter's Building.
Suspicious Person
1620 Hrs Tue. 25 Oct. 94
A WI.U student reported that
while she was working at 202
King St she heard what sound-
eel like someone trying the
doors and attempting to gain
access. When she responded to
see who was there she
observed a male outside the
door. Apparently, when this
person saw her he ran from
the area.
Trespass
0005 Hrs Wed. 26 Oct. 94
When officers were doing rou-
tine checks at Seagram Stadium
they observed two individuals
on the playing surface. On see-
ing the officers, the two
climbed over the fence.
Mischief
0040 Hrs Thur. 27 Oct. 94
A report was received of an
unidentified male who broke a
window on the lower floor of
the library by deliberately
punching the window twice. A
trail of bkxxl was followed but
faded on Allx.ml St in the area
of the Peters Building.
Theft Under $ 1000
1300 Hrs Thur. 27 Oct. 94
A WLU student reported that
her wallet had been stolen
when she set it down for a few
moments in the Concourse.
Mischief
0100 Hrs Fri. 28 Oct. 94
Person(s) unknown removed
the Cape Construction sign
From the site fence. It was
recovered on King St.
Non-Reportablc MVA
-0120 Hrs Fri. 28 Oct. 94
minor motor vehicle accident
when a WLU student hanked
into a handrail on Mid Campus
Dr.
Suspicious Persons
0225 Hrs Fri. 28 Oct. 94
Officers checked a youth who
was looking into vehicles
parked in lot 12. 'Hie individual
was identified and escorted off
campus.
Theft Under $ 1000
0050 Hrs Sat. 29 Oct. 94
A night custodian reported four
unidentified males taking two
luxkey nets from the receiving
area at the Athletic Complex,
He attempted to stop them but
they ran, with the nets, into the
area of the townhouses on the
north side of University Ave.
When officers arrived they
searched the area with negative
results.
Mischief
0125 Hrs Sat. 29 Oct. 94
A WLU staff memter reported
fresh damage to the hood of
his vehicle which he discov-
ered on the morning ofFri Oct
Possession Stolen Property
222S Hrs Sat. 29 Oct. 94
Four WLU students were
apprehended in possession of
a Ministiy of Transport speed
limit sign. The incident is being
forwarded to the DAC.
Cause Disturbance (Fighting)
0135 Hrs Sun. 30 Oct. 94
Officers responded to a report
ol a light in progress in the
area between Conrad Hall and
the Athletic Complex. The fight
was broken up and the non
WLU student involved was
escorted off campus and
warned not to return.
Trespass
0300 Hrs Sun. 30 Oct. 94
The non WLU student who
had previously been warned to
stay off campus due to fighting
was observed in the area of
Conrad Hall. He was arrested
for trespassing and charged.
Advice from
Legal Resources
I
this
legal?
STEVEN HUNWICKS
AND
JASON BILODEAU
Cord News
'I'll is column follows the
exploits of Terry Tenant, and
I.any Landlord,. The advice
given is in no way intended as
a substitute for professional
legal advice.
Ifyou think you're worse off
than Terry Tenant, tells us
about it in 2(X) worcls or less by
entering our "Horrible Housem
Applications are clue by
Notvmlx'r 7tb.
Terry is really insulted! His
house is so dilapidated and run
down ilia! the kids didn't even
bother to egg it on Devil's
Night!
Terry needs to get the
house fixed up as soon as pos-
sible, but his lease says that he
is responsible for all the repairs
needed on the house. Terry
doesn't think that it's his
responsibility to repair some-
one else's property, and he's
right.
The landlord is responsible
for "maintaining the rented
premises in a good state of
repair." This clause in Terry's
lease is illegal, in fact, many
clauses in his lease are illegal.
Let's ltx)k at others....
The first thing that Terry
noticed about his lease is that
he had to pay Larry Landlord a
$300 security deposit in addi-
tion to lirst and last month's
rent, when he moved in on
September 1st. No wonder
ferry didn't have enough
money for that keg last week-
end! The Landlord & Tenant
Act (LTA) clearly states that
1-arry can only ask for a security
deposit of last month's rent.
Furthermore, Larry must pay
interest to Terry on this
amount, at a rate of 6% per
year, as stipulated in section
82(2) of the LTA.
ferry cried for days when
he discovered that he could not
bring his dog Ringo, because
his lease said "No Pets." Well,
we have good news for Terry:
this clause is unenforceable.
The LTA (sec. 106.108) affords
tenants the right to have pets in
the rented premises. This right
can be revoked, however, if the
pets interfere with other ten-
ants' reasonable enjoyment of
the premises.
Terry had his friends over
last week to watch the Star
Wars trilogy hut had to send
them home early because his
lease says he can't have
overnight guests. Too bad
Terry didn't know that this
clause is also in contravention
of the LTA. The Act ensures
that the fun can go on all night
because overnight guests are
allowed, provided they follow
the same rules as Ringo and do
not interfere with others' enjoy-
ment.
— j
Although Terry signed the
lease and "agreed" to these
ailes, they cannot Ix; enforced
by Larry. The LTA states that
neither you nor your landlord
can waive your rights by sign-
ing a lease which contradicts
the Act. Terry is free to enjoy
all of his rights.
Remember, kids, don 't be a
Terry. Drop by the Legal
Resource Centre to get the
straight facts on repairs to your
propeil\We re ii i the conler of
the TV Lounge, Student Union
Bui/ding.
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Student groups at odds
over national protest
ALEXIS ROMAN
Canadian University Press
REGINA — Canada's two largest student orga-
nizations, the Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS) and the Canadian Alliance of Students
(CASA), are involved in a tug-of-war over the
timing of a national student protest against the
federal government's discussion paper on
scxial reforms.
Immediate plans for a protest were
launched by the Student Federation of the
University of Ottawa (SFUO), which
announced its intention to march on
Parliament Hill in Ottawa on Nov. 16. This
demonstration, however, was not planned
with the CFS.
"The CFS doesn't have a mandate to help
the University of Ottawa because of our gen-
eral meeting scheduled for November," said
Louise Carriere, CFS communications co-ordi-
nator.
Carriere said the CFS will hold its general
meeting Nov. 8 to Nov. 14, when members
will decide what action to take about the fed-
era! government's discussion paper.
"Something of this magnitude takes
months of careful planning," Carriere said.
"January makes much more sense for a
protest."
Although the CFS hasn't formally planned
it yet, Carriere said it has distributed letters
and hand bills to all its members in order to
inform students of how changes to education
funding will affect them.
The CFS also has prepared a newsletter to
be released in November.
"Our primary goal is to try and get as
much information to our members as possi-
ble," Carriere said.
Many universities, however, have joined
SFUO and CASA in their approach to a
national strike, saying that the CFS is
too passive.
"We've been working day and night," said
Hal Maclean, a vice-president at Dalhousie.
"We're working with CASA schools trying to
mesh them all together."
Maclean listed a numlx?r of activities that
students at Dalhousie are working on to help
the U of O's cause, including creating student
societies to lobby the federal government,
working with their local MP and trying to get
her to resign if she doesn't help university stu-
dents, sending letters of protest to MPs, and
pressuring their provincial government to take
a tough stance against the discussion paper.
When asked about the CFS's decision to
wait for its general conference before plan-
ning a national protest, Maclean replied,
"We've been putting in over 40 hours a week,
and they're still just talking."
While the CFS is not yet organizing a
national protest, it is working to get students
mobilized at the local level.
"We have a great stake in this as well,"
said Angela Mann, Saskatchewan component
chair for the CFS at the U of R. "This affects
us just as much as it does someone sitting in
the Owl [campus pub] right now."
Mann said she is working with CFS
Saskatchewan and more than 15 volunteers
from the U of R to help set up information
tables on Nov. 1 and Nov. 2.
Along with the information on what the
discussion paper proposes, Mann plans to
distribute a draft letter outlining the CFS's
position, which students can sign and mail to
their MPs.
"We're in the beginning stages of every-
thing I know how to do. If students out there
have any suggestions or ideas, I'd absolutely
love to hear them."
When asked about SFUO's plans, Mann
said, "They're rushing into this and alerting
everyone about it ... I think the media
should know, but not two months ahead of
time."
Some student representatives have found
common ground between the two groups'
positions.
"Getting anything done at any time is a
good idea," said Lara Rooke, a vice-president
at the University of New Bmnswick. Rooke
said the U of NB is currently working with
both the CFS and CASA.
"The CFS has a great number of members
. . . We'd be stupid not to use their resources."
Rooke said that the U of NB will be
launching a "No-more-smoke-and-mirrors
paper" campaign on Nov. 1. She said the
association will support SFUO's protest, but as
a charter member of the CFS, will be going
along with any plans the CFS has.
"The bottom line is to do as much as pos-
sible," she said.
Six O'Clock
News
AMANDA DOWLING
Cord News Commentary
A prof said .something useful today. This stir-
prised me, and surprised the rest of the class
as well because it doesn't happen t<x> often.
That may be why the world of higher
education gets me down at times.
Nourishment for the soul in this institutionof
intellect seems so hard to find. Today
though, Dr. Vernon Schaefer said something
to satiate a starving spirit.
He was lecturing in his usual fashion,
when suddenly he stopped and looked at
(xir eighty expressionless faces. Considering
them closely for a moment, he declared:
I'm teaching because of the six-o'clock
news.
Every night I watch and what I see makes
me heartsick. It's 100late for me to change it
I'm too old, hut it's not 100 late for you, I
want you to make a better worldforyour-
selves, foryour children... and for mine. I
want you to change the six-o'clock bloody
god-damn news.
He paused again as we stniggled to soak
in what he had said. Continuing with the
lecture he left us saturated with thought. No
longer were we listening to him speak to
pass the next exam. We were absorbing his
words and his wisdom so that we could
one day belter the human condition. So that
we could find within the world some so-
cial peace, lost for so long..
This unexpected show of certainty won
my complete admiration, and my heartfelt
thanks. It's not every day that you find an
elder who still believes in our angst filled
generation. Not everyone thinks that we, the
Copland kids, can actually save our perishing
polyester planet . With such a loss of certain-
ty it's often hard to remember the purpose
behind these endless years of higher educa-
tion. It's easy to lose focus; it's simple to lose
faith.
Every generation believed that they could
change the world, but those who came
Ixjfbre us weren't faced with the blatant need
to alter it for survival. The horror of today's
six o'clock news is just one sign that the state
of the ark cannot get much worse.
Something must be done. Now the onus is
on us to make the change.
Such a greater goal is easy to forget.
Wrapped up in the details of day to day, the
big picture often escapes us. I, like many at
Laurier, had forgotten why I was here.
Because it's expected? Because life beyond
school is too frightening? Because things
here are known, simple, and safe?
With reasons like this we're not educating
ourselves, we're simply going through the
motions. Wandering aimlessly through the
ranks at university, we don't see the pur-
pose. We miss the meaning. Suddenly it's die
piece of parchment that keeps us going, and
not the greater cause.
Today Vern made me rememiier why I'm
at Laurier. Surely he made others in the class
recall as well. Motivation mas rampant now
that the deeper meaning to the drill is clear
once more.
"I'm here because of the six-o'clock
news," he said.
Dr. Schaefer my friend, I am as well.
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P ACCOMMODATIONSTHIS WINTER?Have you considered the00 CO-OPERATIVElIDENCE INC.?'CRI OFFERS
￿ Single rooms within a three or four bedroom apart-
ment (8 month occupancy agreements).
￿ Newly renovated single, large single, or double
rooms within a dormitory-style residence (meal
plans included).
￿ Reasonable rates for all types of accommodations.
￿ Adjacent to the University of Waterloo and a five
minute walk to Wilfrid Laurier University.
￿ An alternative living environment to University-
owned housing and democratically controlled by
members.
￿ Community atmosphere.
￿ Employment opportunities.
￿ Weaver's Arms Pub and Restaurant.
￿ Ojganized social and recreational activities.
￿ Inexpensive parking and laundry facilities.
￿ Meal plans with vegetarian option, bike rooms,
study carrels, woodworking room, games room
and much, much more...
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL OR VISIT:
268 PHILLIP STREET
WATERLOO, ON
N2L6G9
(519) 884-3670
Miss Saigon
at Homecoming '94
University ofWaterloo
South Campus Hall Concourse
November I Ith and 12th
50% OFF tickets in the $43 - $92 range
Miss Saigon Tickets on sale at 50% OFF
INTERNATIONAL
Cult members
perish in infernos
LILIAN SCHAER
Cord International
In the beginning, reports of a house fire in Ste-Anne-de-
la-Perade, Quebec, received little coverage. Although the
charred bodies of a man and a woman had been found
in the rubble, the incident was treated as an isolated
arson case, one which Quebec police believed was
probably the result of a suicide pact. After all, the house
which belonged to members of the Order of the Solar
Temple, had rigged with
containers of gasoline and an
elaborate system of wires and
timers.
Less than 24 hours later all
that changed. Dramatically.
The tranquil life of Cheiry, a
picturesque niral Swiss village
about 25 km south of Berne,
was shattered when the bodies
of 23 people were found in the
burned-out shell of a farm
house belonging to the same sect. Twenty of the corpses
had bullet wounds, and several also had plastic bags tied
over their heads. On the same day,25 more victims were
found in two chalets destroyed by fire in Granges-sur-
Salvan, 160 km south of Chiery.
The dead included up to 11 Quebecers, among them
Richelieu mayor Robert Ostiguy and his wife, "Le Journal
de Quebec" journalist Joce-Lyne Grand'Maison, and
Robert Falardeau, a senior advisor in the Quebec finance
ministry.
All leads led back to
the same person, Luc
Joret, the charismatic
founder and leader of the
Order of the Solar
Temple cult, who
believed that the world
All leads ledback to Ibe
sameperson, Luc Joret,
the charismaticfounder
and leaderofthe Order of
the Solar Temple cult
was hurtling towards Judgement Day and that only peo-
ple who followed his mix of Catholicism and occult
would escape the apocalypse.
After the fires, rumours began running rampant about
the cult's supposed activities. Reports of money launder-
ing, international arms smuggling, and suspected mafia
involvement were widely circulated, although only the
money laundering story has any real evidence to back it
up.
The reason for
the mass suicides, if
indeed it was suicide and
not murder as some peo-
ple are inclined to believe,
has yet to be clearly deter-
mined. It seems though,
that most of the cult mem-
bers died because Joret
was able to convince them
that the long-anticipated
apocalypse was at hand,
and that their only hope for salvation was if they all died
together. To that end, the cult appears to have been
exactly that: a cult, whose twisted and tortured beliefs
caused its demise.
Any hope for the taith behind the deaths to be dis-
covered were dashed when investigators identified Luc
Joret's body in Switzerland recently, where, as it turns
out, he had perished with his followers. The apocalypse
had finally come, although in the end, only for Joret and
the Order of the Solar Temple.
Around the world
in seven days
LILIAN SCHAER
Cord International
...A southern Colombia volcano that is spewing gold at the rate of a pound a day has
Iofficials worrying about a potential gold rush...The land of the free? Not the United
States, where the total number of people currently behind bars has reached one mil-
lion...A Sudanese man was arrested in Cairo for organ peddling A Saudi woman
reportedly paid him $4000 to get a kidney from a poor donor, who only got $800 out
of the deal. So much for honesty in the bodypart-trade...Happy Halloween?!? A man
pretending to hang himself at a haunted house party in Texas got more than he bar-
gained for. The ropes malfunctioned and he actually*hanged himself for real...Calling
all Beatles fans! A new double album containing 30 previously unrekased songs by
The Beatles wilt go on die market December 6th. Hailed as the biggest Beatles Ix>nan-
za since 1970'sLet It Be, the album also includes dialogues between the Fab Four and
BBC disc jockeys...Two young boys, aged three years and 14 months, were car}acked
in South Carolina. About 80 police officers and volunteers have been searching for the
two children, but no traces have so far been found ...More child tragedy, this time in
Norway: Three young boys lucked and stoned a five-year old girl before leaving her
to freeze to death in the snow...One-legged runner Steve Fonyo, who ran across
Canada in die 1980's to raise money for cancer research, was charged with fraud in
Edmonton...Addam's Family actor Raul Julia died at age 54...Veteran actor Burt
Lancaster, winner of an Oscar for the 1960 film Elmer Gantry, passed away in
Hollywood. He was 80...
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This Week in the 20th Century
November 2
1930: Hailie Selassie becomes emperor of Ethiopia
1978: Chrysler hires Lee Iacocca
November 3
1954: Artist I Ienri Matisse dies
1957: Laika becomes the first dog in space
November 4
1924: Miriam Ferguson becomes first female US state governor
1942: British defeat Rommel's Afrikakorps at El Alamein in Africa
1952: JFK wins his first senate seat in Massachusetts
1955: Baseball pitcher Cy Young dies
1979: Iran hostage crisis begins
November 5
1912: Women in Arizona, Wisconsin, and Kansas get the vote
1942: Broadway composer George Cohan dies
1952: Eisenhower becomes US president in landslide victory
1957: Women are allowed to sit in the British House of Lords
November 6
1923: A loaf of bread in Berlin costs 140 billion marks
November 7
1916: JeannetteRankin becomes first woman elected to US Congress
1917: Russian monarchy falls in Bolshevik coup d'etat
1921:Benito Mussolini comes to power in Italy
1972: US B-52's set a one day bombing record over South Vietnam
November 8
1900: "Gone with the Wind" author Margaret Mitchell is born
1910: Longest laugh in history: an Indianaman laughs for 12 hours
1923: Adolf Hitler's Beer Hall Putsch in Munich
1931: Discovery of Halogen, the 85th element
1932: FDR wins the first of four tenns as US president
1966: Edward W. Brcx)ke becomes America's first black senator
1978: Fainter Norman Rockwell dies
1980: Voyageur I discovers Saturn's 15th moon
1991: Magic Johnson retires from basketball
Teacher Education For
Primary and Secondary
February and July Intakes
Approximate Tuition Fees:
$ 9,500 Canadian
Contact: K.O.M. Consultants
P.O. Box 60524 Mountain Plaza Postal Outlet
Hamilton, Ont.
L9C 7N7
Telephone or Facsimile (905) 318 8200
SUPER OPTICAL
91 King St. N., Uptown Waterloo 747-5657
$40.00 FREE UV valid on 2 for 1 glasses onlyP PROTECTION* Must be aPP|ied at time °* purchase onlyirolllA « Complete details in store.I & TINTING EXP. Nov 19/94 j
Editorial
I've decided that I'm not leaving school. Ever, that is. Wait now, I've
put some thought into this so hear me out.
It takes between three to four years to acquire just the basic-
degree. For most this is the end of the line on the Education
Railroad. From this point most other people are drafted into the
ranks of the disillusioned, the trapped, the wage slaves. Be they
civil service cretins or lowly corporate troglodytes, the result is the
same. A bitter, dissatisfied person who always wonders "What
if...What if...What if I had never left?" I can only imagine that this is
how Adam felt when he got the bum's rush out of Eden.
But there is so much more to university than the simple basic
degree, which I think of as a pizza with just cheese and pepperoni.
Sure, you can survive on it — but its so bland, and it could have
been so very much more. For instance, didn't you always want to
get a double major in something you were always afraid to own up
to finding fascinating? Say, ancient Sumerian poetry, or the mating
habits of the giant fruit bats of Guam? This simple technique can
easily stretch a three year program into four years.
And allow me to introduce to you the wonderful world of post-
graduate studies — Master's degrees, PhD's, Doctorates, an don't for-
get the entire year it takes to do a good thesis.
Why anyone would actually consciously choose to leave student
life is lx;yond me. Sure, in time the food would kill a goat, and you
have sleeping habits that would otherwise lead people to think
you're a vampire, but these are small prices indeed to live in this
Land of Milk and Honey.
In any other generation this all would lie ludicrous, the idea of
not leaving school until you're old enough to collect scx'ial security.
But times have changed. Our parents entered a work force that
could find a use for almost any degree and pay well, too. It was a
lxx)m time of expansion, of middle managers, pensions, and com-
pany picnics. Frills that were all cut in the recession of the early 90's.
Our parents could expect to change careers three times during their
life. I've changed my major that many times during my three years
at Laurier.
Time was, when Dad went to work at a 9 to 5 job every day and
made enough on one salary to support himself, his family, and
afford a house. Now, dual income families stmggle to even come
near the same quality of life that previous generations enjoyed. And
buying a house? Not even my most wild and lurid imaginings do I
even think that I'll be able to afford one.
What's more, future trends have been identified that predict that
the number of full-time job openings will continue to dwindle.
Instead, most people will have two or three part-time jobs. What
part-time jobs require a university degree? Advanced bovine patty
tumbling (aka burger-flipping)? I'd just as soon stick my head in a
McDonald's Hot Pies mini-oven.
Sure, you can ask me "But if you're not getting a degree to get a
better job, then why are you bothering?" I'll answer that by saying
that I Ixilieve that Education is an end unto itself. You know, learn-
ing for learning's sake. Taist me, its a very altruistic goal, very Star
Trek.
I mean, how can you decide that your goal in life is to earn a bi-
weekly paycheque that your ex-spouse, the Columbia Tape and
Record Club, and the Canadian tax system have all garnished by the
time it slips into your grasping, needy hands?
If someone wants me to leave this comfortable, safe, insulated
reality in favour of the "real world", they're going to have to pull me
bloody and screaming from the womb. And buddy, I won't be
grateful.
Editorial by Mark Heasley, News Editor
llx' opinions exfyrvssedin ibis editorial are those oftlx: atilljorand do not necessarily reflect t/xtse ofthe
n-st (if llxt Cordstaff, orofits fmblislxr, WillStndenJ Publications.
OPINION
Letters totheeditor
I'll vote YES!
Dear Editor,
Ethics. A word easily used but rarely
understcxxl. There have teen times
over my two plus years at Laurier
when I have teen concerned ateut
the conduct of the members of
WLUSU's Board of Directors. I could
mention election incidents in 1992
which caused a director to resign or
the recent tension between the Board
and its Operations Management
Board. It seems to me that after all
the taily offensive events surrounding
the Board that they could find some-
thing tetter to do with their time than
pick on Anish Makim, their single
most effective member.
To be fair, it would seem the
Board has concerns over Mr. Makim's
ability to continue as a director.
Unfortunately, these concerns cannot
and will not be expressed to the stu-
dents. Does the WLUSU Board have
something to hide? Someone they
are trying to protect? Or are they just
on a witch hunt? These questions
need to te asked.
Mr. Makim, for his part, denies
any and all insinuations made against
his character or innuendo regarding
his conduct as a WLUSU director. I,
for one, am inclined to agree with
him.
Anish has proved to be a more
than valuable asset to WLUSU. He
represents the students not only with
the Finance and Building Committee
and the Board of Directors but also as
a student representative on the
University Long-term planning com-
mittee as well as chairing the Task
Force on Student Affordability (a
committee sanctioned by Dr. Lorna
Marsden). Furthennore, on a Board
where attendance (actually their lack
of attendance) of some Board mem-
bers goes unnoticed, resignations are
common and leadership is positively
absent the treatment of this issue is
hypcxritical.
Additionally, if the Board has con-
cerns about Mr. Makim they have
many options at their disposal. The
chair can censure any member for
"unbecoming conduct" as well as a
myriad of other options. The Board
has chosen not to take this route, but
rather to waste the student's money
on another needless referendum.
If this senseless exercise is carried
out, I will te the first at the polls vot-
ing day to "VOTE YES" to Mr. Makim
continuing his good work as a mem-
ber of WLUSU's Board of Directors.
Darren Mahaffy
Dear Editor,
I must admit, I was disheartened with
the news that another member of the
Board of Directors faces recall; Anish
Makim. After peaising through the
article of the Cord; the one question
that came to mind repeatedly was
WHY?
Anish Makim has shown definite
involvement within WLU as the Chair
of the Finance Committee and Chair
of the task force for making student
life more affordable. WHY should
someone showing much motivation
and commitment for the students and
the school be taken off the Board?
(Isn't that a requirement??)
Furthennore, WHY should this te to
the expense of the students at WLU
for $4000.00?
These are the questions raised
and there are no concrete answers
given. If this issue does get put to ref-
erendum, how can students make an
informed decision when it is not clear
on what Mr. Makim did wrong?
If this does, unfortunately, get put
to referendum Anish Makim will have
my vote for all I can see him guilty of
is being thoroughly involved on
behalf of the students at Laurier with-
in the student government.
Julia Royds
Dear Editor,
Upon reading the article entitled
"STUDENT INTERESTS OR STUDENT
POLITICS?", on page 3 of the October
26, 1994 edition of The Cord, I am
left with one question, what did
Anish Makim do that requires the
WLUSU Board of Directors to ask
him to tender his resignation? What
goes on tehind the closed doors of
the BOD that is so secretive that the
BOD's constituents should not know
alxxit?
It is apparent that Mr. Makim is an
extremely active member of the
WLUSU Board of Directors. Though
the Board claims that a referendum
concerning the resignation of Anish
Makim would te costly, there would
be a greater cost paid by losing such
a motivated representative.
Students ought to te informed of
such actions of the Board of
Directors. This secrecy seems to be in
the test interest of the WLUSU Board
of Directors and not the people that it
is designed to represent. What did
Mr. Makim do that was wrong and
why can't the student body know
about it?
Whatever actions come as a result
of the Board's decision, the entire
truth must be known to the entire
student body, not just a select group
of individuals. The Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Union Board of
Directors is a representative to serve
the student body, not to te an elitist
group. Fairness is essential for this
referendum to truly be effective. This
fairness is only attainable if the stu-
dent body has the complete, unal-
tered taith available to them to make
a wise choice.
Tom Baker
Dear Editor:
Money, truth, fairness. These are
three important factors that concern
me - a student at WLU. In fact, one
would hope that these factors are a
priority to the members of the
WLUSU's Board of Directors.
Unfortunately, the BOD is in the
process of abandoning these issues in
their accusations against Mr. Anish
Makim, a valuable member of the
BOD.
Accusations against Mr. Makim's
ability to continue serving as a BOD
have been raised for reasons that
remain undisclosed to the general
student body. If the BOD represents
us - the students - and our best inter-
ests, should we not be entitled to the
tmth? Mr. Makim would surely own
up to anything that he has been
accused of. I stand in support of
Anish and his character in his denial
of any wrongdoing on his part.
Mr. Makim is a proven representa-
tive of the WLU student body. His
accomplishments cannot go unno-
ticed. He has participated in various
aspects of campus promotion and the
improvement of standards at Laurier
by standing on the finance and build-
ing committee. Through his hard
work and dedication to WLU, he has
earned the respect and support of
the president of the WULSU and the
president of WLU, Dr. Lorna Marsden.
It is obvious that Anish would not
violate this tmst that has been granted
to him. I ask you what could Anish
have possibly done wrong to warrant
an impeachment from the BOD?!!
To raise such a controversial issue
and not back it up is cowardly on the
part of the WLUSU and the BOD.
This is unfair to the general student
IxxJy ofWLU. It is unfair to Anish.
The BOD is seeking a referendum
to resolve this issue. Is it actually pos-
sible for a referendum to decide on
the character and ability of Anish to
serve on the BOD? Is it feasible?!! I
think not.
What is the WLUSU hiding? We,
the students of WLU, demand all the
details in this decision regarding the
dismissal of Mr. Anish Makim. After
all, we are the ones paying student
union fees that technically help fund
the decision making process in stu-
dent affairs.
I will do my best to encourage
everyone to support Mr. Makim
should a pointless and expensive ref-
erendum take place. Mr. Makim is the
one person on the BOD that acts self-
lessly as a representative of the stu-
dent body.
Bikash Dutta
the cord
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Common goal of
viable solution
Dear Editor,
This is in response to a letter
written by Seema Nayani
regarding my article in the
October 19th issue of The
Cord entitled "Looking for
logic: an outlook on overpop-
ulation." It was suggested in
Nayani's letter that I had not
done my research, nor had I
ever taken a Development
Studies course. In fact, I have
done both, and from this I
came to a conclusion which
prompted me to write the
piece.
Nayani says that one of the
reasons that large families are
necessary in the Third World is
in order to contribute to the
"subsistence agriculture which
is very labour intensive." This
is hard to believe because of
two reasons. Primarily, those
starving do not own much, if
any, land at all. A commonly
cited statistic is that in the
Third World, three percent of
the population owns eighty
Ipercent of the land. The peo-
ple that do work at farming
often work for rich warlords
who exploit them and pay
them minimal wages.
Secondly, if they do own any
land at all, the recurrent
drought and low rainfall con-
tribute to the dryness of the
soil and subsequent low arabil-
ity. This restricts the amount of
crop that they will produce.
Indeed, these facts show that
having a large family is not
warranted by the agricultural
nature of Third World
economies.
Nayani also states that "due
to the lack of social programs
in the developing nations, the
large family is the source of
support for the elderly. In most
developing countries the infant
mortality rate is high. There is
an incentive to produce a larg-
er number of children to
ensure at least some of them
survive." Given that three out
of four of all Third World
deaths occur to children, it
would make much more sense
to have one or two children
instead of seven or eight,
because one child will live
longer. The resources that one
or two children would have
available to them would be
enough to sustain a childhood
when not shared by a greater
number of children in the fam-
ily. A case in point is the dis-
ease known as "kwashikor."
The birth of another child
means that a sibling can no
longer take breast milk. If
grains and starches are substi-
tuted, the child may have
enough glucose to burn calo-
ries but will lack the protein
necessary for growth and nor-
mal organ function. This situa-
tion clearly illustrates my point.
In order to raise the standard
of living and life expectancy of
the starving, we must slow
down reproduction in Third
World countries.
Nayani mentions the virtues
of family planning. I feel that
that should be the basis of a
solution to famine as a whole,
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response
to the "Looking for Logic: An
outlook on overpopulation"
article that appeared in the
Oct. 19 edition of the Cord.
This article is written to
the "so-called experts" who
attended the Cairo overpopu-
lation conference this sum-
mer. The author suggests that
due to the population explo-
sion on planet earth that all
people in third world coun-
tries who "cannot afford to
have children" should
"Masturbate. Learn oral.
Whatever." rather than have
conventional sex.
I would like to know what
kind of a life Mr. Hahn leads
that would make him think
that he could deprive billions
as outlined in my original arti-
cle. Nevertheless, I must land
Nayani for the opinion offered.
Although we disagree in some
instances, we have the same
g0a1...a goal that is often for-
gotten in the Western world,
and that is, to find a viable
solution to the overpopulation
crisis.
Tony Hahn
of people of one of their
inherent rights as human
beings simply because he
feels it is not being controlled
as he would wish.
Perhaps Mr. Hahn would
like to apply his theory to
some North American prob-
lems. For example, we could
solve this nasty greenhouse
effect by taking every car off
the road! We could solve that
darn landfill problem by get-
ting rid of plastics completely!
I would like to suggest
that Mr. Hahn be prepared to
accept his own judgments
before he forces them on
people he has never met and
will never have to justify him-
self to.
David Eby
Challenging
the unknown
reasons
Dear Editor,
Alter reading the Cord article
about recalling Anish Makim, I
was quite astonished that one of
the most hard working Board
members has been recalled for
unknown reasons. Having
known Anish for the past year, I
am quite surprised that he would
do anything which would get
such a devoted person recalled.
Anish has demonstrated himself
to be quite capable as the Chair
ol the Finance & Building
Committee, a student representa-
tive on the University's long-term
planning committee, and had his
own task force investigating
affordability. I think that it is
ridiculous for the-Students' Union
to waste $4000 of my money in a
stupid referendum, without
telling me why they are trying to
get rid of Anish. Do they not like
him? Is this just a case of a per-
sonal vendetta? Without these
questions being answered, on
the day of the referendum, I will
be one of the first ones out at the
polls to vote "YES" to Anish
Makim continuing his unparal-
leled dedication to the Students'
Union.
Kevin Westlake
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Problem with
good fun message
Dear Editor
Question: How many times has Laurier made the cover of Western's day
planner?" Frankly I was embarrassed by the "Western Sucks" rallying cry.
Wait it gets worse. I later discovered that the banner was actually a 3-d
image comprised of little dots. (Like those speckled posters your friends
pretend to decipher) If you focus about 2 metres beyond the "Western
Sucks" slogan you can make out the actual message - "Inferiority com-
plex!"
Last
Warning:
All letters
must be in
on disk or
via e-mail
In class I found that an industrious friend
had used duct tape to cover up the mental imagery
on her day planner. Later I found out that my room-
mate Toby, perhaps even more industrious had torn
the cover off of his. He asked, "if Laurier has about
7000 students then why can't we have a central
message that represents the 6950 students who
don't share this attitude?" Yeah....those of us who
came here because we thought that Laurier's pro-
grams (maybe Yasmin Sparks) were for us, and not
because Western sucks.
Some disagree, "but Tricker, Western does
suck!"
They miss my jxiint. Indeed Western may suck, and if you think so paint
it on your house and your pets, make t-shirts that like-minded people
may choose to buy or not. We've already bought into the WLU'er.
At any rate, I'm sure this message was intended in good fun, but it
belongs on the shithouse walls, not as a centrepiece of official publica-
tions.
Dave Tricker
Protecting people
Dear Editor,
Only now, as we think of ourselves
as passing, do we utter the syllables.
Do we list all that we are. That we
know in ourselves. We know our-
selves to he madefrom this earth.
We know this earth is made from
our bodies. For we see ourselves.
And we are nature. We are nature
seeing nature. We are nature with a
concept of nature. Nature weeping.
Nature speaking of nature to
nature. The red-wingecl blackbird
flies in us, in our inner sight. We see
the arc ofherflight. We measure the
ellipse. Wepredict its climax. We are
amazed. We are moved. Wefly.
-Susan Griffin, 1989
I can't tell you how moved I
was when I read Jamie's story. The
incredible courage that it must have
taken for him to write such a deep
and profound statement of his life.
Jamie, you are a brave and selfless
person.
This past summer I had the
privilege of working at the
Matabeleland AIDS Council (MAC)
in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. It amazed
me the incredible courage of the
people that I had the honour of
knowing. Each day for them was a
challenge and a miracle. Working at
MAC was the first experience that I
have had in working with people
living with HIV/AIDS. As you can
imagine, this summer was a learn-
ing experience that has deeply
touched my life. I cannot, with any
words, adequately articulate it.
Jamie, I hate the fact that you
are afraid of being hurt, and that
you have been hurt. Living in an
era where an epidemic as far reach-
ing as the AIDS vims has become,
it is vital that people make the
effort to inform themselves, not
only to protect themselves, but to
protect people like you from the
kind of pain and suffering that soci-
etal ignorance can inflict. Through
your sharing you have made a
great contribution to this cause.
Working with people living with
HIV/AIDS has made me realize
how little I know about life. The
spiritual strength that you so elo-
quently expressed, few people
have the privilege of possessing.
You are an inspiration to all of us,
and I want you to know that I
would be honoured if you would
be my friend.
Toni Chahley
Look farther than
t.v. talk shows
PETER MADAKA
WANYAMA
Cord Opinion
There is obviously a conceptual
misunderstanding, of the dynamics
involved in the politics of popula-
tion. I will first of all give you a
simple conceptual definition of the
concepts.
1. Population....is a number of 8
people per a given unit of
land. Overpopulation would
therefore mean more people
than a given piece of land can
support (in excess of carrying \
capacity).
2. Sustainable Development.. .It
is the ability of a given people ■
to provide themselves with
the basics of life. This involves
levels of skill, technology, inno-
vative productive processes and
access to markets, water, med-
ical facilities etc.
3. There is a difference that must
be noted in the way you use the
word underdeveloped. Under-
development is a conscious
strategy applied to bring about
specific outcomes. It is normally
externally controlled and direct-
ed. Thus, an underdeveloped
people are victims of acts that
are not their own. They could
be historical or contemporary ...
Somalia is not overpopulated.
There is more open space and jun-
gle there than there is in the
Netherlands (a patchwork of mud
reclaimed from the sea using the
famous dykes), in Britain with close
to sixty million people, or Japan,
It is wrong to
singleout
overpopulation
and blame it.
China, Singapore, South Korea or
California for that matter. The rea-
son tiiese countries do not have
their children dying has nothing to
do with their sizes of population. It
has a lot to do with technology,
skills, access to services, markets
and control over diseases. It is
therefore wrong to singleout over-
population and blame it. In fact, if it
were true, we would have more
deaths in Britain, Japan, California
etc. and less in Somalia!
To claim such high ground and
ask Somali,s to stop having sex and
instead turn to oral sex and mastur-
bation is to imply that in countries
with manageable populations like
Canada there is more masturbation
and oral sex by those who cannot
afford children.
I will not contest this, but I am
not sure whether you are
authoritative enough to talk
about these issues either. You
are obviously suggesting that
only theaffluent should have
children.
The implications of this
suggestion are far, far bigger
than I think you are capable of
imagining. You do humanity a
great disservice when you offer
such a simplistic and unre-
searched solution to a problem
which has baffled intellectuals for
generations. Indeed the sense of
frustration discernible in your tone
is uncharacteristic of an academic.
I share with you the desire to
bring to an end the senseless
deaths in the third world. However,
1 differ from you in the sense that I
consider the problem bigger, and
deserving of clearheaded thinking
than your "T.V talk-show" solutions.
The problem is not overpopulation.
Search somewhere else.
I flWfl 9 ito the editorJi3XiSTT!J^ntnu.d...
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VIEW FROM
THE
FARM
GREG SLOAN
Cord Opinion
The Bates Motel itself wasn't that
scary. Alcatraz was just another
prison. It was the people that
inhabited these buildings that made
them memorable. The same goes
for the house 1 live in, The Pit.
When we moved in we had to
sanitize the place to make it some-
what livable again. After a feverish
week of cleaning we thought the
house was safe to live in.
Then, on Sunday morning, I
heard the terrified voice of Andy
call out to Pete, who was about to
have a shower. "Pete, there's a
squirrel in my room. Get it out of
here."
I had been half asleep, but this
cry for help shocked me into action.
1 bounded out of bed to check out
what in tarnation was going on.
It seems Andy had awoken a
couple of hours earlier that morning
to discover a squirrel sitting on his
night table, staring back at him.
Unfortunately, Andy didn't have his
contacts in, so all he saw was this
furry blotch. He stuck his head
back under the covers, and waited
for the cavalry to arrive.
We rushed in, and a frantic
Andy filled us in as we searched
for the squirrel, who now had
gone into hiding,
Using a broom handle, 1 tried
to scare him out from his hiding
place, which we found to be
behind a chair. Now, standing there
in my shorts, this was not the safest
plan. Mr. Squirrel could easily have
mistaken one of my legs for a small
sapling, and tried to climb its way
to safety.
We found him, and tried to
round him up. Our next problem
was how the heck we were going
to get this four legged demon out
of our house. We devised a careful-
ly wrought plan.
Pete, still wandering around in
his underwear desperately wanting
to use the shower, grabbed our cof-
fee table from downstairs and wait-
ed by the front dcx)r. We closed all
the upstairs ckx)rs, opened Andy's,
i
. i
and put the
fear of God
into the squir-
rel. He burst
out of the
room, shot
down the
stairs, and was
deflected out
the front door
by the coffee
table-wielding
Pete.
So we
survived the
whole ordeal
rather
unscathed.
'Illere was the
blow to our reputation, with all
those Sunday drivers, the football
players living across the street and
several pedestrians getting a
glimpse of a healthy young male
standing in an open door way, clad
only in his gitch and holding onto a
coffee table. They then see a squir-
rel nin out of the house. At least it
wasn't dressed in women's cloth-
ing.
The second chapter of the Fit
saga involves the last two years,
when Andy, Mike and Pete moved
out and Reicl, Kevin and Horta
moved in.
One thing I didn't mention last
week was that we have a backyard.
Now, a yard may seem like a neat
thing to have. The trouble is, we
never use it.
The only time we pay attention
to our yard is when we have to cut
the grass. This doesn't get done a
lot. In second year the lawnmower
ran out of gas, and we had nothing
in which to get more. So Andy
pushed the lawnmower clown the
street to the self serve gas station,
and got around fifty cents worth of
petro. He really racked up the air
miles on that purchase.
When Pete left he took his
lawnmower with him, so we had to
come up with another one. Kevin
thought he solved the problem
when he bought a new one.
However, this push mower didn't
run on gas, or electricity. It had
blades. You pushed it. They cut. I'm
serious.
We used it a couple of times,
and then, luckily, winter came early
and covered the hayfield we had
going.
One wintry Sunday morning me
and my roommates woke up to dis-
cover a very strange looking config-
uration in our backyard. Our barlx;-
cue, which didn't actually work,
was pushed out into the middle of
the lawn. Around it were placed
three chairs that had we had left out
there. Between the chairs and B-B-
Q sat our blue box, turned up side
down and apparently used as a cof-
fee table. There were a few empty
beer bottles sitting on it.
We all thought this must have
been the work of the other guy.
Everybody had alibis, though, to
prove that this modern day version
of Stonehenge was not their cre-
ation.
These are just a few of the
memorable experiences from my
three years of living in the Pit. A
home is what you make it, and The
Pit is simply a house with a few
really weird features. It's the great
times that my roommates and I
have had within these four walls
that make The Pit seem like home.
I'm getting mushy. However,
that tear forming in the corner of
my eye is not the result of any over-
powering emotions I might be feel-
ing. No, that dang squirrel has
returned with a few of his friends;
and this time, they mean business.
And that's the view from the farm
for this week.
Don'tkill the messenger
NATHALIE MANDARICH
Cord Opinion
flow can a democratic society frown upon
"dissemination of information"? !n lieu of our
constitutional right to the freedom of speech
one would assume that such a notion as "dis-
semination <if information" would !xi intrinsic
to our dextrine of democracy.
Perhaps what I'm getting at is yet another
form of womyns' voices being stifled. In an
open fomm on October 21, 1994 hosted by
the Women's Centre, the issue of assault
charges laid upon two memlx'rs of Laurier's
community wa.s addressed. The Women's
Centre received "flack" for publicly distributing
the names of those charged. Needless to
.say, these names were not pulled out of the
clear blue sky. but were photocopied from an
article in the K-W Record on Octoliei 19. The
opixisition to this act stipulated tliat ii was not
our right, nor in good taste to defame their
friends name.s
The information was merely distributed for
the well being of the rest of this campus, in an
attempt to bring the news to everyone's atten-
tion, not to defame anyone's name but rather
to allow each individual their right to make
any necessary judgements.
Is information dissemination appropriate in
certain circumstances only? Had I l">een a man
making this jx>litical judgement, would I still
be receiving threatening phone calls? Freedom
of speech is everyone's right, is it not? I've yet
to see these individuals harass the K-W
Record.
On the other hand, as one individual point-
ed out. these people are experiencing their
own pain. To that I extend my iegrets. If !
may rely on a cliche, I'd have to say, "don't kill
the messengei "
Nathalie Man darich is a member of the
U> nn ii i C'ontrc collective. The o[nni(>ns
expressed in ibis article do nut necessarily
t those of the (.brU staff the publisher, or
W'H lStudent Publications
Inqueeries
by Gary van Lingen
, I had been thinking about this one for a
few days when Damon's letter to the editor
last week piqued my interest in writing on
this topic now. Damon, you are right to
assume that there are people out there who
fear us, some fearing us greatly. There are
perhaps a number of reasons why but the
one reason I think is most likely is that the
fearful people simply lack the capacity to
understand and be sympathetic to our situa-
tion and, being fearful, they lash out at what
they fail to understand.
These people who fear us probably under-
stand that sex (X'curs between members of
our community. From the way a lot of these
fearful people talk they know the mechanics
of how the sex goes and what is put where
even when they typically don't really want
to dwell on the topic. This much of an
understanding of our situation they have.
What these people seem to be missing is
the understanding and acceptance of the fact
ofwhy we do it. That we willingly have sex
with another man (or woman as the case
may be), preferring this over other forms of
interpersonal relationships for whatever rea-
son, seems to be them. They have
not found within themselves the same-sex
desire we have and subsequently fail to
understand why we would do it (they don't
do it, they see no reason to do it, and thus
they cannot see anyone doing it). This I can
understand to a point. After all, I understand
heterosexual and lesbian sex with no prob-
lem. I understand why both groups have
sex and I have an idea about the mechanics
but I do not particularly feel inclined to par-
ticipate in either scenario. It is not within
me to want to participate in sex with a
woman just like it is within the fearful het-
erosexual not to want to participate in same-
sex sex. But this lack of desire does not
frighten me like it does these heterosexuals
and as a result our reactions are different.
I have friends who are lesbians and who
are heterosexual (I do not fear them nor do I
fear their sexuality) and do not willing dis-
tance myself from them. In comparison to
this what some of these fearful heterosexuals
do in reaction to their fear can be rather
extreme. Thankfully most will try to isolate
themselves away from us in order to reduce
their interaction with us (although they are
missing out on being friends with a lot of
good people). But unfortunately there are
some people who choose violence to try to
get rid of us (I really did not consider myself
an activist until I got my death threat a cou-
ple of years ago). The violence is wrong no
matter the motivation/intention but that may
not stop those who feel justified in their use
of it.
The idea that these people are fearful is not
an excuse for their actions. That they have
failed to understand why someone would
want to do this when they themselves do
not is a failing they have to deal with with-
out taking out their frustrations on others.
Perhaps they could start with getting to
know one of us first and hopefully some
sense of understanding would come with it.
Perhaps then these people will realize that
we are not as different as they think we are.
cordfeedback
I just love the STAR...I mean Cord.
Scotty McKay
Where is Mike St. Marie's article? They are
always so precise and entertaining. I would
have his child.
Wendy Blonde
Steve Groenveld and Anthony Pasto are bad
writers. I had to vomit after the article.
Maurice Elliott
Hick kicks ass! But what's this liver shit?
What's next from the View from the Farm?
p.s I love the alcohol Olympics!
Tim Silk
View from the Farm was enlightening - who
would live in a hole like that anyway??
Sandra Isaac
I would tell your printers to stop messing up
your front page every week.
John Huculiak
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LEE HEWITT 
CORD FEATURES 
A fourth-year student is assaulted by 
four unknown male youths after a 
peaceti.ll Tuesday night spent at a cam-
pus pub on September 14. The man, 
who happens to be over 6 feet tall and 
weighs 220 pounds, is punched and 
kicked into a state where his memoty 
fails him in recollection. Waking the 
next day with sore ribs and bruises, he 
discovers 60 dollars missing from his 
wallet. His comment on the attack: "if 
rm not sate, who is?" 
down University Ave. West on October 
7 at approximately 1:30 am. An 
unknown attacker pulls her behind a 
house directly across from a Tim 
Horton's donut shop. She barely 
escapes sexual assault by using a can 
of pepper spray to stall her attacker. 
these accounts for nearly a month now. 
In the kx-al media , the Cord, and then 
in casual conversations in lecture halls, 
campus bars and residence lounges, the 
question of campus violence and securi-
ty has been raised. Quickly, it has 
become a flash point for heated discus-
sion. Another female is allegedly 
assaulted at an off-campus house party 
on October 14. Two male Laurier stu-
dents are charged with sexual assault 
for the incident, where the victim 
allegedly suffered physical and sexual 
abuse. 
Don't be ll<xxlwinked, however, into 
believing that Laurier is evolving into a 
lawless Old West frontier town. 
Students recognize that, when com-
pared to American urban decay or 
downtown Toronto, Laurier is still an 
incredibly safe and non-violent place to A female WLU student is walking Students have been bombarded with 
SHAWN GRAHAM 
CORD FEATUI\ES 
A sl1.1pid thing happened on the way lxtck from the Lyric, 
Sattirday October 1'5. As we motott:d up King Street, some 
drunken son of a bitch ntt the bus off. Sitting in the hack of 
the bus it w;ts hard to see just what was happening · a 
squeal of tires, a S<:ream, shouting, a brutal lurch, a loud 
crunch - and it was all over. 
Eventually word filtered to the hack of the bus that we 
had been cut off, that the other driver rammed into someone 
else's vchide, and then took off. Some people on the bus 
ck"<.'ided that the best way to deal with this as~ho!e would he 
t<l pound the living tar out of him. Of course, since they 
were drunk, nobody really paid any attenrion to them. 
The excitement seemingly over, the shaken bus driver 
pulled out into traffic again and we were otT. We talked 
about it snme. and promptly dismis.'ied the L>Vent 
Some five minutes later the asshole was back. SCreaming 
up the road from behind (where the hell did he come 
li~)m?). he wove around us and threw a tire-iron at the lm.o;. 
It hit the driver's-side windshield and shatten."<.. it At first we 
in the hack didn't know \Vhat the hell was going on (gun-
shot? zucchini? mbber chicken?) hut then we found out it 
was a tire-iron. 
A tire-iron? What kind of an idiot thmws a tire•iron at a 
school bus? 11Ie bus driver, thoroughly shaken hy the whole 
affair, stopped at K-W Hospital and had their security officers 
phone f(>r help. Eventually another bus arrived and took 
evetyone home, hut not before we all applauded the driver 
f<Jr kt>eping us safe from the ltmatic; 
The past few weeks seem to be an unusual time for real-
ly :;;tupid violence (which begs the question, when is vio· 
lencc smart? I di&rres.s). A drive by ~hooting on the 401, a 
student shooting his teachers in Toronto, the guys who 
dedded to heat up Scott McCqrmick .. ;md now this freak 
with the tire-irori. Not to be an alarmist or anything, and I 
will not draw comparisons to mtr neighlx>rs to the so~J(h, hut 
what is wrong with these people? 
What':-; the problem? Where are these people coming 
fmm? The guy with the tire-iron in all likelih<xxl drove otT 
ever so proud <)f himself. • Boy I sure were brave, hyuck!" 
Did he attack our bus to realize some deep manilestari<>n 
of the child within? Dtd it help him to re:tch a higher spiritu-
al pl.tne' Did it impress his girlfriend? Does he feel his 
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penis b jtt~t too small and that ;m ,tttempt to destmy a 
s<:hool bus will c>ttttse Wt.>e v.illy to grow? 
·n1erc is no good rea~on for this sort ~>f behavior, yet we 
see more ltnd more example:-; of it every dav. There must 
be some reason for it, right? Isn't there? IX>n't you think. .. ? 
Or L'i it possible that, if we t.'<mld get our lunds on these 
pc<:tple and question them, they wouldn't be able to give us 
at'l :l.n..'>WCr that made any sense? 
Five years ago in my hometown, some guys I knew 
bumed down an histodc landmark TI1ey were eventually 
cattgllt and the question was put to them: "why did you do 
this?" They hc•mmed and hawed, ~111d they all gave the same 
an,.,wer: "we were horc"<.l. ·• 
"We were bored" ~u'l<J poof, a. 150 year old building w.ts 
torched. So i-; that the only answer we'll get when we track 
down tire-iron hoy' 
I sup1x>sc p~;ychiatrists and sociologb'ts muld probably 
wring out ~ome damning statement abottl so<:iety from tire-
iron boy's actions. we've all heard these statements. 
It's not the perpetrator'~ fault, it is the :;(X:iety that pro-
duced him. Or to say it with the words <>fa <:hild, "I didn't 
do it, the devil made me do it:' No ac·countability for his 
a<.'tion<>. 
The system lends it<;<:lf to this sort of abw;e. If a ~bat­
tered home can he produced as an excuse, if an akoholic 
father, if an abusive choinn<tstec..no one need take respon-
sibility for their actions. 
I guess what it comes down to is this: rm sick and tired 
of people doing really shitty things and getting <tway M:ot· 
free. Like the assholes who vandalized my residence two 
weekends ago. Like the guy who threw the tire-iron. Like 
the guys who go out and hurt women. 
I don't care what the excuse is anymore. I just want It to 
stop. Were I a violent man, 1\l a<ivocate their wholesale 
exen!lion. No more halt:.as.'ied meamu-es. No more rehabili· 
tation. No more caring, no more understanding. Random 
stupid violence would be approached with a "zero-toler-
ance" frame of mind. When the idiots of t.he world realized 
that their violent action~ would pnxluce very, very nasty 
results, then perhaps we'd sec :;()ll\C changes. 
I'm l<x)king for another :;(>lution But I'm having tmuble 
seeing my \vay through to an Jnswer. What can we do? 
Whatever it is, let it IX' done quickly Wt: shouldn't have to 
li\'e with such tdtots. 
live. But the fear and anger raised by 
incident~ in the past few weeks has still 
caused a degree of concern. 
One female Laurier student, who 
preferred to remain anonymous, 
described the situation as "fearful. " "I 
used to feel assured, " she said , "but 
now I'm too M:ared. I should be able to 
walk across campus. Now, I'm wor-
ried." 
Is such anxiety tmly justified? Many 
directly involved in campus security 
argue that it most definitely is. Scott 
McCormick, the Students' Union VP:UA, 
is one of those voices in the chorus of 
the concerned. 
McCormick indicated that he does 
perceive an increase in violent criminal 
activity on the campus. The Union, as a 
body protective of student interest, "is 
very worried" about the problem as a 
collective. 
From the office of Fred Nichols, 
Dean of Student~. comes a similar sense 
of anxiety. 
Over the past few years he has 
sensed a "trend of a violent nature at 
Laurier. " Dean Nichols added that, 
"what were once considered prank-type 
offenses are now much more 
serious ... Each student should watch out 
for his/her safety." This problem, he 
said, is endemic to all universities, with 
Laurier being no worse than other 
Ontario campuses. 
A lack of a cohesive security stratet,'Y 
is not the cause of this situation. 
Security, under the leadership of new 
Manager of Security Services Peter Jorg, 
has bumped up its presence on the 
WLU grounds. 
Security would like to expand their 
presence in the greater Laurier commu-
nity. However, as Jorg also noted, the 
direct mandate tor Security ends at the 
campus perimeter. Although the force 
is in constant contact with Waterloo 
Regional Police and on the lookout for 
off-campus crime, due to resources it 
cannot comp(ehensively patrol these 
areas. 
Also firmly embedded in the Laurier 
campus culture is the Fcx>t Patrol stu-
dent walk-home program. As Foot 
Patrol Co-ordinator Darryl McKenzie 
noted, the service is becoming more 
and more IX>pular with the Laurier stu-
dent body. 
"We have a higher presence now," 
said McKenzie, "and that means more 
eyes on campus." Foot Patrol, which is 
funded by the Students' Union through 
Ontario government grants, has 
increased by 73 per cent over last year. 
Students, he added, are becoming more 
aware of the patrollers and the service 
that they provide. 
Foot Patrol has also experienced a 
human re:;(>urces crunch over the past 
month. However, this condition will be 
re:;(>lved with the hiring of more volun-
teers, and a $7 000 increase in the pro-
gram's funding all<x-ated by the Campus 
Safety Committee last week. 
Initiatives are also being-conducted 
from a "preventative" standpoint. In the 
near future, an internal/external safety 
audit will take place on the WLU 
Campus. The Security department is 
also searching for hazardous and 
obstmcted areas on the campus. 
The main method of prevention, 
however, is old fashioned common 
sense. StudenL~ are urged to C()-()rdinate 
late night walks home with friends or 
take advantage of Foot Patrol and to be 
aware of security hazards. Any prob· 
!ems or concern~ with visibility or satety 
can be reported to Security (x3333) 24 
hours a day. 
In the first two months of the 1994-
95 school year, there have been 9 cases 
that could be classified as "violent acts" 
on campus. For the 2 month period in 
1993, however, there were 8 cases that 
could earn the same qualification. Why, 
then, the perceived 
security? 
One could suc:cesstu~p;-
nature, leading to 
the local media. 
frightening rationale for 
of campus violence, and 
caused. There has 
said, in the "university 
social arrangement of 
on and off the campus. 
The intensity and . 
offenses, he noted, has 
ly over the past few 
has not seen in his 32 
more experiences that 
actions of a more violent 
However, he also 
is no diflerent from any 
or city in this regard. 
students, Laurier can be 
be a "city within a city," 
campus and the su 
cultu 
view 
fenc< 
secu 
get t · 
1 
~~~~j 
Ho, 
re-~ 
tors 
enti 
real 
COl 
tac 
tio 
Co 
cs 
in 
in 
N 
0 
he continued, are as su~•·I10-
Ience as any other city. 
McCormick al:;(> had 
brain when asked to,,. .. ,,..,..,_ .. 
not new to our campus. 
For this article I 
ing hack to 1991-92. 
year students began 
as long as all of us have, 
a factor on our campus, 
l11e following is a 
the reported acts of 
knows the number of 
reason. 
Sept 1991 - Two women !!Ved a 
be jogging erratically to\\, hem 
the A.C. and Conrad. A1 
the women on the side 
notified but no trace of th 
Sept 1991 - Two males a 
her way home from a har 
Oct 1991 ·Article in the king 
Oct 1991 -A female \VLC!k:nt 
sion of a weapon dangento 
a restricted weapon wit a 
arrested tor firing a .38 c 
residence on King St N. 
jan 1992 - A WLU stude~~ 
while being evicted. TI1e 
a! times, drawing blood. 
Feb 1992 - At a WLU l· 
assaulted the police 
him. Another patron trieon 
assaulted the officer. 
Sept 1992 - Waterloo iooal 
c u l t u r a l  c h a n g e , "  h e  s a i d  i n  a n  i n t e r -
v i e w .  " Y o u  c a n  p u t  u p  b a r b e d  w i r e  
f e n c e s  a r o u n d  t h e  c a m p u s  a n d  h a v e  
s e c u r i t y  e v e r y w h e r e  . . .  b u t  y o u ' l l  n e v e r  
g e t  t o  t h e  r e a l  p r o b l e m . "  
s e c u r i t y  i s s u e s  o n  t h e  c a m p u s .  
i d e n t s  f r o m  t  
m o r e  s e r i o u s  
i n g  t o  g r e a t e r  
:d i a .  
T h e  q u e s t i o n  o f  c u l t u r a l  c h a n g e  i s  
t h e  m o s t  d i f f i c u l t  i t e m  o n  t h e  a g e n d a  o f  
t h o s e  c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  c a m p u s  v i o l e n c e .  
H o w  d o e s  o n e  a t t e m p t  t o  e d u c a t e  a n d  
r e - f o c u s  t h e  mind~ o f  p o t e n t i a l  p e r p e t r a -
t o r s  o f  v i o l e n c e ,  w i t h o u t  a l i e n a t i n g  t h e  
e n t i r e  s t u d e n t  c o m m u n i t y ?  W h a t  c a n  
r e a l i s t i c a l l y  b e  d o n e ?  
S e i V i n g  a s  t h e  " c a t a l y s t  f o r  c h a n g e "  
i n  t h i s  a r e a ,  M c C o n n i c k  h o p e s  t o  h a v e  
a n  e f f e c t  w i t h  t h i s  c o m m i t t e e ,  w h i c h  h a s  
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  U n i o n ,  t h e  
G r a d u a t e  S t u d e n t s  A s s o c i a t i o n ,  t h e  
W o m e n ' s  C e n t r e  a n d  o t h e r  i n t e r e s t e d  
p a r t i e s .  
T w o  i n d i v i d u a l s  o n  t h e  c o m m i t t e e  
w i t h  a n  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h i s  i s s u e  a r e  J e n n i f e r  
F r a n s s e n  a n d  j a s o n  K o s k e l a .  T h e s e  t w o  
f o n n e r  v a r s i t y  a t h l e t e s ,  i n  t h e  c o n t e x t  o f  
t h e  U n i o n  C o m m i t t e e ,  a r e  s e t t i n g  o u t  t o  
i n v e s t i g a t e  v i o l e n c e  c o n c e m s  w i t h i n  t h e  
a t h l e t i c  c o m m u n i t y .  
l c h o l s  o f f e r s  a  
a t i o n a l e  f o r  t  
i o l e n c e ,  a n d  t  
e r e  h a s  b e e n  1  
" u n i v e r s i t y  c  
e m e n t  o f  L a  u :  
M a n y  b o d i e s  w i t h i n  t h e  u n i v e r s i t y  
c o m m u n i t y  a r e  p r e s e n t l y  a t t e m p t i n g  t o  
t a c k l e  t h i s  i s s u e .  O n e  s u c h  o r g a n i z a -
t i o n  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  C a m p u s  S e c u r i t y  
C o m m i t t e e  ( C S C ) .  S a n d r a  W o o l f r e y ,  t h e  
C S C  C o - C h a i r ,  i s  e x p l o r i n g  p r o a c t i v e  
m e t h o d s  t o  a f f e c t  c h a n g e  d e a l i n g  w i t h  
a w a r e n e s s  a n d  i s s u e  e d u c a t i o n .  
T h e  U n i o n ' s  c o m m i t t e e  i s  t a k i n g  
" i m p o r t a n t  s t e p s "  i n  u n d e r t a k i n g  a n  
e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e s e  i s s u e s ,  F r a n s s e n  
s a i d .  
'  
1 e  c a m p u s .  
s i t y  a n d  s e n s  
n o t e d ,  h a s  i n c ! ' !  
a s t  f e w  y e a r s  -
i n  h i s  3 2  y e a  . .  
H o w e v e r ,  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  
K o s k e l a  a n d  F r a n s s e n  i s  v e r y  m u c h  i n  
t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t a l  s t a g e .  R e s u l t s  o f  
t h e i r  i n q u i r i e s  w i l l  h e  m a d e  p u b l i c  a t  a  
l a t e r  d a t e .  
I  
e  s t u d e n t s  i n 1  
a r e  m o r e  "de~ . .  
· i r  d a m a g e s .  
c a u s e  o f  t h  
t a l  i n  n a t u r e .  
" R i g h t  n o w , ' '  s h e  s a i d ,  " t h e r e  i s  a  l o t  
i n  p r o g r e s s . "  B o o k l e t s  o n  s e x u a l  a s s a u l t  
i s s u e s  a n d  a n  a n t i - h o m o p h o b i a  c a m -
p a i g n  a r e  t w o  o f  t h e  i n i t i a t i v e s  t h a t  a r e  
i n  p r o g r e s s .  
A t  p r e s e n t ,  L a u r i e r  i s  w a i t i n g .  
i d ,  s t u d e n t s  a r e j  
T h e  S e c u r i t y  o l l i c e  i s  a l s o  o f f e r i n g  t o  
i n c r e a s e  t h e i r  p r o a c t i v e  e f f o r t s .  O n  
N o v e m b e r  2 3 ,  a  C r o w n  A t t o r n e y  w i l l  h e  
o n  c a m p u s  t o  d i s c u s s  s e x u a l  a s s a u l t  
i s s u e s  w i t h  m e m b e r s  o f  t h e  L a u r i e r  
c o m m u n i t y .  A l s o ,  a  r a p e  p r e v e n t i o n  
s e m i n a r  i s  s c h e d u l e d  f o r  t h e  w i n t e r  
s e m e s t e r .  
S t u d e n t s  a r e ,  f o r  t h e  m o s t  p a r t ,  n o t  
w h i p p i n g  t h e m s e l v e s  i n t o  h y s t e r i a  o r  
p a n i c  a b o u t ·  t h e  i s s u e .  
c e s  t h a t  a r e  ' Q  f l j l ' e  t o  
o r e  v i o l e n t  n  
A t  p r e s e n t ,  h o w e v e r ,  t h e  m o s t  f a r -
r e a c h i n g  p r o g r a m  o n  t h i s  i s s u e  h a s  
c o m e  f r o m  t h e  S t u d e n t s '  U n i o n  o f f i c e .  
U n d e r  t h e  l e a d e r s h i p  o f  S c o t t  
M c C o r m i c k ,  t h e  U n i o n  h a s  f o n n e d  a n  
H o w e v e r ,  a  b r o o d i n g  c o n c e r n  f o r  
f u t u r e  c a m p u s  a n d  o f f - c a m p u s  s e c u r i t y  
i s  p e r m e a t i n g  t h e  s t u d e n t  b o d y .  C a n  
W L U  s t i l l  h e  r e g a r d e d  a s  a  s a f e  o a s i s  i n  
a n  e v e r  c a l l o u s  a n d  v i o l e n t  s o c i e t y ?  O r  
w i l l  t h e  ' l i t t l e  c a m p u s  t h a t  c o u l d '  f a l l  
s c o u r g e  t o  t h e  p r e v a i l i n g  w i n d s  o f  t h e  
t i m e s ?  
O n l y  t i m e  w i l l  t e l l .  B u t  t h a t  i s  t h e  
q u e s t i o n  t h a t  i s  l i n g e r i n g  i n  t h e  m i n d s  o f  
L a u r i e r  s t u d e n t s  a s  t h e  f i r s t  c h i l l s  o f  w i n -
" a d  h o c "  c o m m i t t e e  t h a t  w i l l  i n v e s t i g a t e  t e r  a r e  a p p r o a c h i n g .  
~nt i n c i d e n t s  
V l o i n c e  i s n ' t  n e w  t o  L a u r i e r  
G  > A N  
R E S  
c a m p u s  h a s  s e n t  a  s h o c k  
k r e  a t  L a u r i e r .  W L U  p r i d e s  
~ a  s m a l l ,  ci~lknit c o m m u n i t y .  N o w ,  t h e  
· e r  b e i n g  s a f e  1  a l l  h a s  b e e n  p u t  i n t o  q u e s -
lt l l  a s k  h o w  ~pened. W h e n  d i d  L 1 u r i e r  
n y  o a s i s  s e p a  ~from t h e  l a r g e r  c o m m u n i t y '  
r ,  u n f o r t u n a t  ~~that t h i s  o c c u r r e d  l o n g  a g o .  
e  o n  c a m p u s ,  f 1 i o l e n t  act~ i n v o l v i n g  L a u r i e r  
e  i m m e d i a t e  L r e  n o t  a  n e w  o c c u r r e n c e .  
a  p a r t  o f  t h e  I a  r g e r  s o c i e t y  
w  t o  o u r  s o c i e t y ,  a n d  i t  i s  
1 g h  i s s u e s  o f  t h e  C o r d  d a t -
) · c a r  t h a t  t h e  c u r r e n t  f o u r t h  
g a n  t h e i r  s t W : i  h e r e .  l  d i s c o v e r e d  t h a t  f o r  
f  u s  h a v e  b e e n t L a u r i e r ,  v i o l e n c e  h a s  b e e n  
, J v i n g  o u r  s t u d e n t s .  
p s i < ;  o f  o n l y  a  s e l e c t i o n  o f  
~at h a v e  c x : c u r r e d .  N o  o n e  
o  w o m e n  
i c a l l y  t o w a r d !  
n r a d .  A s  t h e  
t h e  s i d e  o f d  
g o  u n r e p o r t e d  f o r  w h a t e v e r  
' e d  a  m a l e  w h o  s e e m e d  t o  
m  a s  t h e y  p a s s e d  h e t w e e n  
n  p a s s e d ,  h e  s t m c k  o n e  o f  
f a c e .  C a m p u s  s e c u r i t y  w a s  
: t w a s  f o u n d .  
J  
i>  m a l e s  a t t a c i W  a n d  m o l e s t e d  a  s t u d e n t  o n  
r o m  a  b a r .  
le  i n  t h e  C o r d  ~king " I s  L a u r i e r  S a f e ? "  
a l e  W L U  s t u c n t  w a s  c h a r g e d  w i t l 1  p o s s e s -
d a n g e r o u s  t < p u h l i c  p e a c e  I  p o s s e s s i o n  o f  
p o n  w i t h o u t !  p e r m i t .  T h e  w o m a n  w a s  
a  . 3 8  c a l i h 6 . a n d g u n  t h r o u g h  a  d o o r  a t  a  
g S t N .  I I  
U  s t u d e n t  a s  i l t e d  a  T u r r e t  s t a f T  m e m h e r  
'  ' t  
e d .  l 1 1 e  s t u d  h i t  t h e  s t a f f  m e m h e r  s e v e r -
b l o c x . l .  
W L U  V S .  w ; e r n  H o c k e y  g a m e ,  a  f i g h t  
n  a  5 6  y e a t  ~d a n d  a  4 8  y e a r  o l d .  B o t h  
t ' > ;  o n e  w a s  1  ~rged w i t h  a s s a u l t .  
W i l f s  p a t r c  i w h o  w a s  a s k e d  t o  l e a v e  
• c e  o f f i c e r  w l l w a s  a t t e m p t i n g  t o  r e m o v e  
m e t  t h i s  r e m o v a l  a n d  a l s o  
r .  
r l o o  R e g i o r i  P o l i c e  a d v i s e d  t h a t  c o m -
plaint~ h a d  b e e n  r e c e i v e d  f r o m  s e v e r a l  p e r s o n s  w a l k i n g  o n  
U n i v e r s i t y  A v e .  b e t w e e n  K i n g  a n d  W e b e r  a b o u t  a  m a l e  
p o i n t i n g  a  h a n d g u n  a t  t h e m .  H e  w a s  i n s i d e  a  c a r  d r i v e n  b y  
a n o t h e r  m a l e  w h e n  h e  s t a r t e d  w a v i n g  a  l a r g e  c a l i b e r  p i s t o l  
a t  p e d e s t r i a n s  o n  U n i v e r s i t y  A v e .  
O c t  1 9 9 2  - A  v i c t i m  w a s  a t t a c k e d  b y  s e v e r a l  m a l e s  o n  t h e  
s i d e w a l k  a l o n g  t h e  s o u t h  s i d e  o f  t h e  A C  a n d  h e a t e n  u n c o n -
s c i o u s .  l 1 1 e  a t t a c k  s t o p p e d  w h e n  a  w i t n e s s  h a p p e n e d  o n  
t h e  s c e n e  a n d  h e g a n  s c r e a m i n g .  
O c t  1 9 9 2  - A  2 2  y e a r  o l d  m a l e  w a s  a r r e s t e d  f o r  a s s a u l t i n g  a  
f e m a l e .  T h e  o f f i c e r  o b s e i V e d  t h e  m a l e  p u s h  a n d  t h r o w  t h e  
f e m a l e  t o  t h e  g r o u n d .  A s  t h e  o f f i c e r  a p p r o a c h e d  t h e  s c e n e  
o f  t h e  s t m g g l e ,  t h e  f e m a l e  m a n a g e d  t o  b r e a k  f r e e  a n d  r u n  
a w a y .  T h e  m a l e  w a s  h e a v i l y  i n e b r i a t e d  a n d  r e s i s t e d  a r r e s t ,  
b u t  h e  w a s  s u b d u e d  a t l e r  a  b r i e f  s t m g g l e .  
N o v  1 9 9 2  - T w o  G a m e s  R o o m  p a t r o n s  s t a r t e d  t o  f i g h t  o v e r  
t h e  u s e  o f  a  p o o l  t a b l e .  O n e  o f  t h e  c o m b a t a n t s ,  a  2 5  y e a r  
o l d  m a l e ,  w a s  t a k e n  i n t o  c u s t o d y .  
M a r c h  1 9 9 3 - A  f e m a l e  o n  m i d - c a m p u s  d r i v e ,  w h o  a p p e a r e d  
t o  b e  i n t o x i c a t e d ,  h a d  s u s t a i n e d  s e v e r a l  f a c i a l  i n j u r i e s .  S h e  
w a s  n o t  u n i v e r s i t y  a f f i l i a t e d ,  a n d  h e r  i n j u r i e s  r e s u l t e d  f r o m  a  
b e a t i n g  a d m i n i s t e r e d  b y  h e r  b o y f r i e n d  t h e  p r e v i o u s  e v e n i n g .  
T h e  a c c u s e d  w a s  a  W L U  s t u d e n t ,  a n d  w a s  a r r e s t e d  b y  
W a t e r l o o  R e g i o n a l  P o l i c e .  
S e p t  1 9 9 3  - I n v e s t i g a t i o n  e s t a b l i s h e d  t h a t  a  v i c t i m  h e c a m e  
e m b r o i l e d  i n  a  v e r b a l  a l t e r c a t i o n  w i t h  h i s  a s s a i l a n t  w h i l e  
a t t e n d i n g  a  s m a l l  g a t h e r i n g  i n  a  n e a r b y  h o u s e .  A r r i v i n g  a t  
h i s  d o r m ,  L i t t l e  H o u s e ,  l a t e r  t h a t  n i g h t ,  h e  s l a m m e d  t h e  
e n t r a n c e  d o o r  s h u t .  T h e  a s s a i l a n t  k i c k e d  i n  t h e  e n t r a n c e  
d o o r  a n d  c a u g h t  t h e  v i c t i m  h e f o r e  h e  w a s  a b l e  t o  e n t e r  h i s  
r o o m .  T h e  v i c t i m  w a s  k i c k e d  a n d  p u n c h e d  s e v e r a l  t i m e s  
h e f o r e  t h e  d o n ,  h e a r i n g  t h e  c o m m o t i o n ,  b r o k e  u p  t h e  f i g h t .  
I n v e s t i g a t i o n  l e d  t o  t h e  a r r e s t  o f  a  2 6  y e a r  o l d  B u r l i n g t o n  
m a n .  
O c t  1 9 9 3  - A  f i g h t  b e t w e e n  t w o  2 0  y e a r  o l d  m a l e s ,  b o t h  
f r o m  N o r t h  B a y ,  c x : c u r r e d  a t  S e a g r a m  S t a d i u m .  
F e b  1 9 9 4  - W a t e r l o o  R e g i o n a l  P o l i c e  a d v i s e d  t h a t  w i t n e s s e s  
r e p o r t e d  s e e i n g  a  m a l e  c a r r y i n g  a  h a n d g u n  n e a r  t h e  b u s  
s t o p  a t  t h e  c o r n e r  o f  K i n g  a n d  U n i v e r s i t y .  l 1 1 e  a r e a  w a s  c o r -
d o n e d  o f f  u n t i l  t h e  R e g i o n a l  P o l i c e  a r r e s t e d  t h e  s u s p e c t .  
F e b  1 9 9 4  - l 1 1 e r e  w a s  a  s e r i e s  o f  a t t a c k s  o n  w o m e n  n e a r  t h e  
K i n g  S t r e e t  a r e a ,  j u s t  s o u t h  o f  W L U ' s  c a m p u s .  l 1 1 e y  W ! = r e  a l l  
b y  o n e  m a n ,  w h o  b e c a m e  p r o g r e s s i v e l y  m o r e  v i o l e n t .  O n e  
o f  t h e  m o s t  v i o l e n t  i n c i d e n t s  o c c u r r e d  n e a r  K i n g  a n d  L o d g e .  
A  2 3  y e a r  o l d  W L U  s t u d e n t  w a s  p u n c h e d  f r o m  h e h i n d  a n d  
k n o c k e d  t o  t h e  g r o u n d .  H e r  a t t a c k e r  j u m p e d  o n  t o p  o f  h e r  
a n d  r e p e a t e d l y  s t m c k  h e r  w i t h  h i s  f i s t s .  
SPORTS
Charge!
Laurier getsready to maul Western in the Yates Cup
ADRIAN OSBORNE
Cord Sports
Was there ever any doubt? It took overtime
to do it but the Laurier Golden Hawks again
won the Battle of Waterloo by defeating the
Warriors 29-26, witnessed by a near capacity
crowd at Skydome (maybe "almost near
capacity" is more appropriate).
Before the game was under way I felt very
confident about how things would progress
throughout the day. When Andy Bacon (12
yard carry, 9 yard reception) and Pat O'Leary
(23 yard reception) helped to set up the first
O'Leary field goal on the opening drive of the
game, things were falling right into place.
Apparently, though, no one told the
Warriors of my plan. They recovered a Laurier
fumble midway through the first quarter and
put together a 9 play 64 yard drive to score
the touchdown.
Ah, no problem, the boys will come back
from that!
It looked like they might answer back
near the end of the half. Ryan Owens
blocked a punt. Zach Treanor caught a 40
yard pass from Bill Kubas. Then on a quar-
terback draw, playoff life flashed before our
eyes. The ball was knocked loose from
Kubas and the Warriors recovered on their
own 2 yard line. But the bad news was that
Kubas stayed down. He did eventually get
up and left the field under his own steam but
things were very tense. It had something to
do with his new limp.
The Laurier defense held the Waterloo
offense and forced them to take a safety on
third down, instead of punting the ball away
from inside the end zone. The reason they
did not punt is their punter, Brad Stevenson,
averaged only 25 yards per punt. The coach-
es figured they would rather concede the two
points than risk the Hawks getting excellent
field position due to a short punt. There
were three safeties in the game, meaning that
the Warriors voluntarily conceded six points
in total. The game was decided by three
points. Who .says the kicking game isn't
important?
Please let me explain. O'Leary averaged
42 yards every time he punted. So if every-
thing else was held constant, Laurier would
gain 17 yards of precious field position every
time the ball changed hands. Anyway,
despite O'Leary's clinic, the Hawks were still
down by five at the half.
Ah, no problem, the boys will come back
from that.
Waterloo's five play, 78 yard opening
drive of the 2nd half resulted in a touchdown.
The touchdown itself was a 52 yard catch and
run. Now, although there was some miscom-
munication on this play between Lonny
Taylor and the safety, Taylor played an excel-
lent game, providing good coverage on their
Ixist receiver and making plenty of tackles.
17-5. Hmmmm, no problem, the boys
should come back from that.
On their next series, Waterkx) quarterback
Steve Bennett, using his standard option play,
kept the ball and motored 66 yards for their
third TD of the game.
23-5. Uh oh, I wonder if the boys can
come back from that?
Let the comeback begin!
On Laurier's next drive, Stefan Ptaszek (
his first catch of the game - wow) caught a 20
yard pass from Kubas for a touchdown.
There's no way Kubas is going to play in his
last game (if they lose) watching from the
sidelines. He started the third quarter despite
the limp. The Hawks went for a two point
convert to make the differential only 10
points, but unfortunately the conversion was
broken up by a Warrior sack.
Then, safety numter two. Who needs the
two point convert when you have O'Leary
giving you that great field position.
Then, safety number three on the next
possession.
Then a one play drive to Ptaszek again.
And this time the two point conversion was
gcxxl.
The score was tied at 23.
I told you the would come back.
The two teams traded field goals midway
through the fourth quarter. This led to the
second overtime in OUAA playoff history.
The overtime did not start off very well
(dropped punt return) but the defense held
again and the first OT half ended with no
change in score.
The second half started with Laurier pro-
ducing a 63 yard drive that ended with an
O'Leary field goal. The drive was 10 plays
and it seemed that everyone was contribut-
ing, Brian Niemy 13 yard screen, Treanor 13
yard catch, Bacon 10 yard run, O'Leary 13
yard catch.
Waterloo's following drive was stopped by
an interception by Kenji Konno. Their next
drive was stopped by a fumble recovery by
defensive captain Mike Chevers who also
played his standard outstanding game, lead-
ing the team in tackles. The game ended
when Waterloo tried a field goal from 59
yards out, not even close.
When the final gun sounded, Laurier came
away with a three point win. Was there any
doubt? Could this be a team of destiny? I
hope so but there will be no predictions just
yet.
The next game is on Saturday, November
sth at Seagram Stadium. The opponents -
Western, those friendly Mustangs loved and
cherished by all. Western defeated Toronto in
the other semi-final game by dominating the
first half, choking in the second half and
pulling it out in the end.
The Mustang attack is lead by running
back Sean Reade and there are very few
weaknesses in the team. Western is *\ in the
CIAU rankings and Laurier is #2. So the win-
ner of the Yates cup on Saturday will be
favoured to win the Vanier cup as well (of
course they will have to pick up the Churchill
Bowl along the way).
This should be the test game of the year
in CIAU fcx)tball and I hope to see a lot of
fans from Laurier because I know there will
be lots from Western.
Laurier thirdatmeet
MIKE DONIA
Cord Sports
The Men's Varsity Cross Country team saw
more race action this past weekend when the
University of Western Ontario hosted its
annua! Mustang Open. About 100 racers
showed up to race either the 6 km men's
course or the 3 km women's course.
The women's race was won by
Commonwealth Games 1500 m the top ten.
McMaster placed second, narrowly beating
out the Golden Hawks who had to settle for
third.
Leading the way for the Hawks was Jeff
Seahy who was 17th overall in a time of
20:35. Three seconds behind him was team-
mate Mike Donia who was followed 30 sec-
onds later by Jeff Shortt. 'the veterans were
backed up by Steve Dalrymple who was 31st
in only his second university meet, along
with strong performances by Mike Hobbs,
Harrison Keenan and Ed Vonk.
The team is looking forward to the
upcoming weekend when they travel to
Kingston f<>r the OUAA Championships,
silver medalist, Paula Schnurr, in a time of 13
minutes and seconds. Hie men's race was
dominated by Western. Fraser Bertran of
UWO t(X)k the gold and three of his team-
mates also finished in
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LeafsTalk
JASON PAUL AND
ROB MCGOWAN
Cord Sports
Since there are no NHL games to
watch, what the hell are we sup-
posed to do? Just because there's
no games doesn't mean we stop
talking hcxkey.
Issue I: WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY NIGHTS. The two big
nights of the week are now bare.
There are lots of diversions on
Saturday (i.e. keggers) but on
Wednesday we've been reduced to
watching 90210 and Models Inc.
Remember all those nights last year
you wasted watching the Leafs
when you had things due the fol-
lowing day?
Issue 2: DON CHERRY. Grapes
Riles! This is the only intermission
we watch all week. Watching Don
tell it like it is is almost as good as
watching a fight. He's got the best
highlights of any sportscaster in the
business (remember the McSorley-
Probert dance?) and defends the
Canadian tradition at eveiy oppor-
tunity. This guy is in more commer-
cials than Bo Jackson. LET'S GO!!
(Where does Ron come up with
those puns?)
Issue 3: LEAF MEMORIES. 1994:
Wendel takes Probert down ...
twice. Felix shuts down Jeremy's
lx)ys. 1993: Dead Eye Nikolai ties it
up. Foliiiiiigno in OT ends the
unbelievable. Gilmour.
Wraparound. Say no more. Sylvain
knocks out Rob Brown. Wendel
jumps McSorley in the semis. The
shattered dream of Leaf-Habs Cup
Final.
Issue 4: LEAF ALL-STARS OF
THE '80s. Dave Semenko (takes off
midseason). Jim Kom (crosschecks
Sittler in the face). Billy D. Rocky
Saganuik. The Inachak lx)ys, Pete
and Miro. Allan (5 hole) Bester.
John Kordic. Tom Fergus. Dan
Daoust (the next Guy Carbonneau).
Gaston Gingras. Top line
Osbourne-Olcyzk-Leeman. Coach:
John Brophy. Good old Harold
Ballard.
Issue 5: EITHER...ORR. Harold
and King sitting in the booth look-
ing half dead. The Tamiae Leafs are
looking strong in the THL, could
make a run at the title. Why not
move the Leafs to Hamilton? There's
a better facility and it would proba-
bly be quicker to get there than tak-
ing the better way. Just kidding,
Hamilton already has the Cats,
they'd probably am down the Leafs
too. Bring back the Cooperalls.
Hartford looked good dressed in
bright green.
Question Marks: Who wants to
listen to Paul Romanuk all year?
Who invented those stupid flashing
pucks? Why doesn't the Star put
any sports articles in the sports
page? Why can't the cast of Melrose
go on strike instead of the NHL'
What happened to Yolanda? If
Quebec separates, what will
Montreal be called? What's up with
no pitchers at the Turret'
PRO TIP OF THE WEEK: To all
you kids out there. Don't put your
mouth on the water bottle. Squirt
don't suck.
Crawfordstones'Stangs
PETE ROBINSON
Cord Sports
If Head Coach Wayne Cowing is recruiting players
in the future, one might not blame him for taking in a
few intramural games. The Hawks rode the perfor-
mance of rookie goaltender Mike Crawford to an
impressive victory over arch-rival Western, 4-2.
Crawford, despite an impressive Jr. B career, was
never really given a chance to prove himself in previ-
ous seasons. As a result he spent last season toying
with the Motherpuckers of the Intramural league.
Now the fourth-year student appears to have made
the most of his op|x>rtunity. "Rat" stopped 26 of 28
shots in notching his first win of the season. Not to
be outdone by Crawford, winger Smitty Kulafofski
scored once and added an assist to pace the Hawks to
victory.
The turning point in the game came at the 18:28
mark of the second period, when another rcx>kie, Matt
Turek, banged in his own rebound, 48 seconds after
Western had scored a powerplay marker to knot the
score at two. With the one goal lead, Laurier took the
game to the 'Slangs, outshooting Western 17-6 in the
third.
The game started out with Western scoring at the
4:41 mark, when Aaron Nagy centered to Ken
Rowlx)thom who tipped the puck past Crawford to
make the score 1-0. That was answered by the
Hawks' Todd White less than a minute later when he
scored an unassisted marker by banging in a loose
puck in front of the net.
The Hawks powerplay was able to sneak one past
Western goalie Sean Basilio in the second. After mov-
ing the puck around the perimeter nicely, Don
McConnell tcx)k advantage of some napping Mustang
defenders, and lx.>at Basilio through the five-hole.
Not to take anything away from the Hawkey
Hawks, but they got a couple of breaks in the game
that helped them. The first was the absence of sopho-
more sniper Dave Matsos. Matsos is still not 100%
after hurting his shoulder in the Anaheim Mighty
Ducks training camp this year. He is a couple ol
weeks away from playing, and it seemed as though
the Mustang powerplay missed him a little bit. Owen
Lessard, a Chicago Blackhawks draft pick who played
with their lIIL affiliate in Indianapolis in 1992-93 was a
non-factor for Western. His only contribution to the
game was a penalty he took in the second.
The second break was as much to do with
Basilio's stupidity than anything else. Despite playing
a solid game Basilio robbed his team of any chance
they had left when he left the net way too early in
order to get an extra attacker. He left the crease with
two minutes remaining and it was obvious that
Mustang coach Barry Martinelli was none tcx) pleased
with Basilio's mental error. Despite having his coach
scream at him to turn around and head back to the
net, Basilio kept heading toward the bench at about
the same time that Kulafofski gained control of the
puck and slid it into the empty net. It is hard to say
whether Basilio misjudged the clock or misundersuxxl
his coaches' instructions, but it was clear he came out
well before Martinelli wanted him to.
In a game that was played on Saturday at the same
time that the football Hawks were playing in Toronto,
Laurier knocked off Windsor 6-2. John Spoltore and
Mark Strohack led the way for the Hawks with four
points apiece. That moves Laurier's record to 2-0
heading into their matchup with York
tonight at the Rec Complex. Notes...
An interesting point that should be
noted with Crawford's performance, is
whether he could have helped the
Hawks in the past after Laurier's goal-
tending has let them down in each of
the past two playoffs.
Crawford and former goalie Jason
Murphy have never played a regular
season game for the Hawks despite
continually playing well in exhibition.
A moot point perhaps, but surely a
chance for them to play would have
given everyone, including the coach-
ing staff, a better idea about the
team's status in net....Two Hawks,
Mike Dahle and John Spoltore are
among the OIJAA all-time point lead-
ers. Dahle stands 75th with 127
points, followed 3 spots later by
Spoltore with 124. A good year from
both of them will land them in the top
20.
PICTURE:
RON
ZEEMAN
Lauriers Scott Cullen moves in on
Western goat Sean Basilio.
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Take advantage of our low "Student Class" airfares.
Reserve your flight home for the holidays now!
lITRAVELCUIS 1
The Travel Company of the Canadian Federation of Students j
University Shops Plaza, 170 University Ave. W. 886"0400
CATCH the
ACTION
Lest we forget
The other hockey team
STEPHANIE THOMAS
Cord Sports
After last year's tempestuous first
season, the Laurier Golden Hawks
women's h<x'key team is gearing up
for a great season of fast-paced
hockey.
Laurier's women's hockey team
started two years ago as a club, and
became an official team last year
with coach Stephen Thomson. The
team is strong this year with several
returning players, including team
captain Cheryl Ross, right-winger
Wendy Wallace, and centre Amy
Massi. The Hawks also have some
excellent new talent with Amy
Turek and Stephanie Kay, who both
come from the Toronto Aeros
Organization. Coach Thomson
describes them as "two new players
who will add a huge impact to the
team".
This years league includes
returning teams from Toronto, York,
Queen's, and Guelph. A new team
from Windsor completes the six
team roster. All of the teams have
their individual strengths, but
Guelph is predicted as the team to
beat this year. The Laurier contin-
gent hopes the mix of talented vet-
erans and rookies on the Golden
Hawks will upset this prediction.
The Hawks start their season, on
the road, November Ist against last
years' champs from U of T. The
season opener is followed by a sec-
ond, game, November 4th, at
Queen's.
The home opener, against York
University, will take place
November 11th at Waterloo Arena
("the bubble"), across from Seagram
Stadium. Face-off time is 7:45, and
the admission is free.
So, if you want to see a great
brand of hockey with some excel-
lent talent, go out and support the
women's Golden Hawks hockey
team at their home opener on
November 11th. There won't be a
lockout. Promise.
Youcan'twinevery year
SCOTT STINSON
Cord Sports
I Lauriers Golden Hawk women's
soccer team, the defending
OWIAA champions, saw their
.season come to an end this past
weekend at the Ontario champi-
onships. The Hawks upset the
favoured Ottawa Gee Gees on
Friday morning to advance to the
1 se-jtrti*finals Saturday against
Western. Unfortunately, the |
Mustangs came out on top by a
.score of 2-1. The game was
decided in a sliootoul after over-
time failed to settle anything. The
Hawks were unable to bounce
back and then feti to York 2-1 in
the Bronze Medal game.
Congrats to Unifiers OWIAA
West Soccer Ail Stars Sonya Riteey
and C'iigj C%iniFILE
PICTURE
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BROADWAY
ACTOR
BRUCE KUHN
in
"The Accounts of
Luke"
• November 8&9 8:00p.m.
• Theatre Auditorium
• Students - $5
• Non-students - $7
• Tickets sold in the
concourse
Co-sponsored by:
Laurier Christian Fellowship
Regional Cultural Affairs Committee
WLU ChaplainsAssociation
wSm VilllHT ( ll|)
SkyDome
Nov. 19th
.
® °
. Win tickets from The Cord next week
Cord Sports
Free Stuff, and no nasty political
scandals either.
Colour of the month
BLUE
1 T-shirt within colour group get 10% off
2 T-shirts within colour group get 15% off
3 T-shirts within colour group get 20% off
(special applies to T-shirts only)
- ■■ i-w —
The secret
weapon
The goldenfoot ofPat O' leary
SCOTT STINSON
Cord Sports
"You can say what you want about
Kubas and Ptaszek, but the differ-
ence today was O'Leary, that guy is
unreal."
Those words by a dejected
member of the Waterloo Warriors
perhaps Ix'St sum up the gritty per-
formance that Hawk receiver/-
punter/placekicker Pat O'Leary did
for the fcxitball I lawks on Saturday.
The fifth-year player punted 15
times for a 41.8 yard average. In
addition to that, he caught three
passes for over seventy yards and
kicked two field goals. I lis catch in
the waning minutes of the final
overtime period set up his winning
19-yard field goal. When asked
alxH.it the game he downplayed his
contribution, "It's my job to kick
well, 1 think that their kicker made
me look a lot better," lie said,
adding that gcx>d coverage by the
Laurier special teams kept Warrior
returner Corey Delaney's hands tied
all day.
O'Leary has been an important,
if underappreciated, contributor to
the Hawk attack over the years!
He has punted since his first year
and last year was second in the
country with a 39.7 yard average.
This year he posted a 40.1 yard
average to again finish second in
the league and the country.
Receiving, however, is where
O'Leary's accomplishments have
gone the most unnoticed. After
Ix'ing the I lawks leading receiver in
their Vanier Cup year, and a second
team OUAA all-star, O'Leary has
been forced to take a backseat at
times to Laurier's other big guns.
This year, helped in part by injuries
and the graduation of Andrew
Scharshmidt, O'Leary has been
called on to come up with some
key receptions. In addition to
Saturday's performance, O'Leary
caught 21 halls for 286 yards and
two touchdowns during the year, to
become Laurier's third leading
receiver in a very potent passing
offence.
'1 really wasn't expecting much
this year, 1 just soil of concentrated
on punting, but then with Andrew
not coming back and some injuries
I got my chance. "
What O'Leary seems most
happy about is Kubas' new found
confidence in him in key situations,
"it's go<xi to see that Bill lcx)ks for
me in short-yardage in particular,
it's sort of like we were in high
school again," referring to their days
as teammates on St. Thomas
Aquinas in Brampton.
O'Leary is particularly looking
forward to the challenge the
Mustangs present this weekend,
namely his battle against Jagas.
"He's a good kicker, everytime 1
play Western I take it as a personal
challenge. I've been able to do
well in the past against them and
hopefully that will continue." One
gets the feeling after Saturday that
the kind of game O'Leary has will
be a gcxxl indicator of the Hawks'
perfonnance as well.
PICTURE:
SCOTT
MCKAY
See Pat kick. Kick Pat, kick.
No
lockout
here,
kids
ANTHONY PASTO AND
STEVE GROENEVELD
Cord Sports
Week two of Tamiae I lockey League
action featured a couple of one sided
shootouts and an early season upset.
However, the season is still young, and
the overall league picture is starting to
develop. Preseason favourite Toronto
remains the only team with a perfect
record. Close on their heels are
Vancouver and Calgary, each able to
play some high calilier hockey. 1 fere's
how last week's action unfolded down
at the Bubble.
Calgary 8 Philadelphia 4
The first game of Thursday's dou-
bleheader had Calgary burying
Philadelphia. Calgary's big sniper John
Bujold recorded the hat trick to lead
his team offensively, with teammate
Matt Blackmore chipping in with 1
goal and 3 assists. Philly's defence has
looked dismal of late, allowing 16
goals in the past two games. Their
standout on offence, however, was
Ryan Stuckey with 3 assists.
Toronto 8 Anaheim 2
Anaheim was Toronto's second vic-
tim this season, falling to their explo-
sive offence. Power forward Jeff
Chang led the charge with 2 goals and
3 assists. Playmaker Scott "The
Magician" Mitchell had another big
night with 4 assists. Early season indi-
cations show that this Toronto squad
boasts a nearly unstop-
pable force up front.
Vancouver 6 Ottawa 3
The single fan at the Bubble on
Sunday night was witness to an intense
hockey match between two hungry
teams. Vancouver, the hungrier of the
two, ate Ottawa to the tune of 6-3.
Vancouver's hotshot Kevin Westlake
filled the net 3 times and added 1
hel|">er. Linemate Kevin Fudge did his
Gretzky impersonation, tallying 3
assists. Vancouver was considered the
underdog against a speedy Ottawa
club, but proved that night they defi-
nitely know how to put the puck in
the net.
This weeks action in the THL sees
Ottawa (1-1-0) take on Philadelphia (0-
2-0), Anaheim (0-2-0) versus
Vancouver (1-0-1), and Toronto (2-0-0)
up against Calgary (1-0-1).
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Casey's WEBER
HOURS: Monday & Tuesday 9-6; Wednesday to Friday 9-9; Saturday 9-5
• Sharpening v n^-1 *
*
M©w ia©®ll W©a i) !?a -a © 490/pound
*
4) Super Nintendo, Gameboy, SEGA Genesis Game Gear $15.00
Congrats to thefollowing Golden Hawks
who have been selected to the
OUAA Football All Star team
Bill Kubas QB Ist team Pat O'Leary P 2nd team
Stefan Ptaszek \VR Ist team Greg Sweeney DB 2nd team
Stefan Ptaszek KK 2nd team Paul Stoppenbrink IB 2nd team
'• . ■ '
Lonny Taylor DB Ist team Paul Dietrich 01 2nd team
Pat O'Leary K 2nd team Mark Ferguson OL 2nd team
465 Phillip St., Waterloo
Parkdale II Plaza
•Coin operated laundromat with attendants
•Dry cleaning-20% Student Discount
•Drop-off Wash & Fold
•Shoe repair
•Alterations
We offer a clean <6 friendly atmosphere.
Come & visit ust
OLYMPIA REHAB CLINIC
Physiotherapy Assessment and Treatment
of
• SPORTS INJURIES
• NECK / BACK PAIN
• TENDON, MUSCLE, JOINT PAIN
Drop in or Ca11:725-4424
175 Columbia St.West, Waterloo
(corner of Columbia and Philip)
Open 8:00 a.m. - 7:00p.m. Mon-Fri
Covered by University and Work Insurance Plans
ENTERTAINMENT
CordEntertainmentgoesmedieval onyerass
LAUREN STEPHEN
Cord Entertainment
TANYA KING
Cord Entertainment
JORDON BUNTING
Cord Entertainment
The rigid, most puritanical part of my con-
science wants to scold Quentin Tarantino for
making such a naughty, naughty movie; hap-
pily I don't listen to that whine in my head
very often. Pulp fiction is trashy, flashy, fren-
zied, and...great!
It is the story...no three stories about
stereotypical gangsters and their associates
who find themselves in not so typical situa-
tions and saying not so typical things: strong-
men Vincent (John Travolta) and Jules
(Samuel Jackson) who kill time before a hit
by discussing television pilots and the impli-
cations of loot massages, or the boxer Butch
(Bruce Willis) who is being hunted by gang-
ster Marsellus (Ving Rhames) for not throwing
a fight, and finds himself strapped to a chair
in a sadist's basement with Marsellus beside
him.
There simply is no summary that will do
justice to this movie. As the name suggests, a
great part of Pulp Fiction is taken up by
intense, extraordinary, often brutal action.
However, this action is separated by clever
and funny dialogue about various pop culture
phenomenon, from gourmet coffee to the
legalities of marijuana use in Amsterdam to
the significance of awkward pauses in con-
versation.
In this way Pulp Fiction is closer to
Tarantino's debut Reservoir Dogs than his
more recent work True Romance and Natural
Born Killers (which he wrote). However,
Pulp Fiction is funny in a way Reservoir Dogs
never was. While the violence in Reservoir
Dogs was disturbing and carried dreadful
repercussions, in Pulp Fiction it is a mockery
and often inconsequential. Repercussions, if
they come, appear more as inconveniences
than anything else, and it is in this heretical
treatment of violence that much of the
humour of this movie is generated.
The tensest scenes in the movie are those
that hint at violence and adversity to come.
The action comes as a welcome relief to ten-
sion whether it be Mia's (Uma Thurman) con-
vulsions after recovering from a drug over-
dose or the fated execution after Jules' har-
rowing Bible-death speech.
I loved this movie, so much so that after
seeing it on Thursday I went again on
Saturday. The audiences I saw it with loved it
tcx), and both of them applauded at the end
of it. There's just too much that's great about
Pulp Fiction for me to actually pick my
favourite scene; too many great performances
to pick the greatest, so why don't you
go see it and find your own favourites.
1 went to see Pulp Fiction because of
Quentin Tarantino, not to see John Travolta
dance. After I watched Reservoir Dogs last
year, I vowed that I would never pass up
the chance to view one of Tarantino's dark
comedies.
I was worried about this film, being
only familiar with John Travolta's work on
the disastrous Look Who's Talking films. 1
was, however, quite impressed. That boy
can act!
And Travolta's not the only surprise. I lis
thoughtful gangster Vincent Vega plays
beautifully alongside his partner Jules
(Samuel L. Jackson).
1 was concerned with Tarantino's deci-
sion to put such mainstream actors in his
film. But who really knew that Bruce Willis
could act? Uma Thunnan can act too, large-
ly due to the fact that she is nearly unrecog-
nizable with black hair and a new bad girl
attitude.
Pulp Fiction plays like a masterpiece. Its
overall world of deals, drugs and death turns
off a great many viewers, hut Tarantino
doesn't step down. It's as if he's telling us "It's
out there, live with it, and if you can't, why
don't you laugh at it." Every scene makes you
giggle uncontrollably at this screwed up world
we live in.
One scene in which a poor patron loses
his head (literally), comes off being the most
hilarious part of the film. Tarantino seems to
he sticking his tongue out at those people
who worry about violence and the purpose of
human life.
The movie plays as a typical Tarantino
whirlwind of small mini-films. All these little
stories eventually double back on one another
and are drawn into one huge story with roller-
coaster ride proportions.
Tarantino holds his movie together beauti-
fully and the ap|">earance of Harvey Keitel as a
seasoned criminal is the icing on the cake.
Tarantino's only mistake was putting SNLer
Julia Sweeney in a minor role. I hope this was
due to some unpaid debt Tarantino owed her
parents.
Overall, Pulp Fiction is one of the best
movies to come out in a long time. The plot
and characters are masterfully created, and
every moment is pure terror or pure enjoy-
ment for the sadist in us all.
So make sure that you put in your fall
movies-to-see list, whether for the marvellous
acting, the rapier-wit dialogue, or even if it's
only to see Travolta to dance again.
Yes, it's finally here, the new movie by
Quentin Tarintino (of Reservoir Dogs fame),
Pulp Fiction. Now first of all, I should start by
saying that those who were offended by the
violence of Reservoir Dogs should probably
not see this movie, or at least hide their eyes
for the violent parts.
Pulp Fiction is basically three different
stories linked together in one film. Travolta
and Jackson star as two gangsters (both are
dressed in Reservoir Dogs fashion: black
suits, white shirts and black ties) who are
bringing a briefcase with contents that glow
whenever opened, to their boss, Marsallis.
Bruce Willis plays a boxer who swindles
Marsallis's wife, who is to be looked
after by Vincent Vega (Travolta) while
Marsallis is away, which sets the stage
for the intertwining plots.
Now what makes this movie worth
my eight bucks, you may ask. Well, first
of all is the Travolta factor. He is perfect
in his role - it almost seems as if the
character was written especially for him
by Tarantino.
Also for all those who enjoy seeing
Travolta dance, then this film is for you,
as one scene has Travolta and Thurman
dancing the Batousi (yes, the dance
made famous by Adam West in the old
Batman TV series) to furiously paced
background music.
Dancing isn't all that Travolta does
in this film. His comedic talents are
shown as well, leaving the audience
roaring with laughter. The next reason
for this being such a good flick was the
three part plot. This may sound weird
but, the actual ending of the plots comes
somewhere in the middle of the movie.
Thirdly, this movie has some very excellent
performances by its actors. Travolta has
already been mentioned; Bruce Willis is in a
role that is perfect (if not stereotypical) for
him, as the rough and tough guy in trouble.
Harvey Keitel is brilliant in his role as the
clean up guy, with his usual coolness and
great one-liners. The best performance in
this movie, if not from Travolta, comes from
Samuel Jackson. Jackson plays off Travolta
so well that one would think that they have
known each other for years, and in my opin-
ion, is the best supporting actor since
Tommy Lee Jones in The Fugitive.
The only negative aspect of the movie is
the violence, but if you don't mind a little
bkxxi, then go and see Pulp Fiction.
Where to Hang
November 2
￿ The WLU Musicians' Network pre-
sents Laurier Live featuring Phineas
Gage, Ma's Home Remedy, and
Fingerpaint Picassos at the Turret
November 3
￿ Spirit of the West and (Singer are at
Fed Hall
• Gary McGill is at Wilfs
• UW Film Society presents Chinese
Films: Metropolis in 1990 at UW East
Campus Mall 1219
• Theatre on the Edge, live improv
comedy at the KWtT studio
November 4
• Peter Couillard is at Wilfs. Check
him out.
• Big Sugar is at the Volcano
• Beatlemania is at I.ulu's
• The K-W Symphony presents the
Masterpiece Series through the 5th at
Centre in the Square
November 5
• Squirm is at Wilfs
• Anne Mortifee is at the Humanities
Theatre
• Cheap Trick is at Lulu's
• They Might Be Giants, Frente!, and
Frank Black are at the Danforth
Music Hall
• Lip Service at the KWLT studio
November 6
• The K-W Chamber Orchestra pre-
sents Romance and Song at
Laurier's own Maureen Forrester
Recital I tall
• Our Lady Peace is at Lev's Palace
• The Moveable Feast string sextet at
the K-W Chamber Music Society
Music Room
November 7
• Alice in Wonderland at Centre in the
Square through the 8th
• Flight into Fashion show at the K-W
Art Gallery
• Dr. John English M.P. lectures at the
HumanitiesTheatre
November 9
• Artist Kevin Kelly lectures in P1027
• Warren Miller's Vertical Reality ski
film at Centre in the Square
• Paula Cole at Lee's Palace
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DynamicDuo
byTanyaVenturaand MelanieSeal
Dear Dynamic Duo,
Last weekend my boyfriend and 1 were
engaged in oral sex. I should mention that
my boyfriend has his tongue pierced, which
brings me to my current problem.
Alter the performance of his life, we were
shocked to discover that his diamond tongue
stud was missing. He didn't swallow, so we
searched my pubes and the bed sheets and
came to only one conclusion. We've searched
so hard I'm getting sore.
I le'd like it back and I don't know what to
do when a diamond is no longer a girl's best
friend.
Signed,
Found Some Fun But Lost a Treasure
Dear Found Some Fun,
Clearly this is a case of a diamond in the
rough. You could always tell him ifhe really
loved you, he'd let you keep it. Consider it an
earl)' engagement ring, only you can't show it
off. Yourgynecologist, boweier, may lx' able to
better find this hidden treasure. Be fore-
warned. if your boyfriend wears any other
adornments and you don't get more careful
during intercourse, you may find yourself a
u 'alL'.ii ig jeufin< box.
Dynamic Duo
Dear Dyno Team,
I have this bizarre obsession with poles. It
doesn't matter if it is a telephone, hydro or
street light - the more upright and the wider,
the tetter the rub. It has come to the point
that my dog gets frustrated waiting for me at
fire hydrants. Help.
Signed,
Bi-Polar
Dear Bi-Polar,
Ay, there's the nib! What you are suffering
from is clinically referred to as "frottage."
Tlxre are no dangers, this is completely safe
sex - as long as there is no foreplay on a cold
day, you don't share needles with this pole,
and you are aware that every pole you have
sax with, you are having sex with every other
person this pole has also hadsex with.
Dynamic Duo
Dear Dynamic Duo,
My boyfriend is refusing to have sex with
me - I am beginning to think he's cheating on
me. He tells me he wants to hold off on sex
so the frustration will build, and the "next
time" will l~>e fabulous.
Signed,
Frustrated As Hell
Dear Frustrated as Hell,
Abstinence makes the beari grow fonder?
This blows the old 'practice makes perfect" the-
ory out of the water. Your boyfriend subscribes
to the notion of "encratism" - that deliberate
abstinence will make your sex lives better.
Compare it to txing on a dietfor three months
while working at Daity Queen. Finally, you
are allowed to enjoy a soft cone. Is it the depri-
vation that makes it so good? Who knows, but
it has been documented to work. So hold on to
your hat, good things come to those who wait.
Or, he may just lye seeing someone else.
Dynamic Duo
Questions for the Dynamic Duo can be
dropped off at the Centre Spot throughout the
week. Have no shame! Your deepest burning
questions lx satisfied! Come on, we know you
want it! Write in! Pleeeeease! We can't !x> this
happy andpositiie for much longer! Help!
HARD
CORD
GUEST COMPILER:
CHUCK FAIRLEY
1. Rbeostatics rescheduled.
Get yer Whale Music fresh on November
19th.
2. Football vs. Western Saturday at Seagram.
Purple and Gold let's (cktpXclapXclap) go.
3. The Orgy of the Damned at the Fabulous
Groove Palace.
The suffering was legendary, even in hell.
4. Jen Thompson.
She's a sweetie.
5. The Torque Room is closing.
Rib '< v Pork ... R.I.P. (sniff)
6. Grasshopper at Phil's tonight.
These guys kick ass live. Get off yours and
go see them.
7. Mary Shelley's Frankenstein opens Friday the
4th.
DeNiro as Frankie's monster!!!
8. Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire
opens Friday the 11 th.
Tom "Top Gun" Cruise a»s {estat?!?
9. New Green Jelly album.
333 ... from the hand that brought you
Three Little Pigs.
10. The WLUSU Board of Directors.
Ten little, nine little, eight little Indians...
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HEALTHY MALES REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY
Forty percent of all reported infertility is now male in origin. As a result, many young
couples could be denied the chance to have children without access to donor insemination.
If you are a male between 18 and 30 years of age, have humanitarian instincts, and would
consider being a sperm donor, phone the C.A.R.E. Centre weekdays between the hours of
9:00 a.m. -12:00 noon and 2:00 - 4:00 p.m., or write us for further information.
All inquiries are held in strictest confidence.
Suitable expense reimbursement for candidates is guaranteed.
C.A.R.E. CENTRE
Suite 400, 18 Pine Street, Kitchener, Ontario N2H SZB (519) 570-0090
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1 DRAGON PALACE|
SZECHUAN & CHINESE BUFFET E
| 75 WEBER ST., WATERLOO ( ZELLER'S PLAZA ) |
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i I
| The Best Tasting
| Chinese Buffet ]
j Where Else Would You Go?
1
j Daily Chinese Buffet of Over I
I Seventy Items j
1 E
j Come to Enjoy the Best Buffet in Town j
Business Hours: j
Monday-Thursday 11:30 am- 10:00 pm j
Friday & Saturday 11:30 am- 11:00 pm I
Sunday 11:30 am- 10:00 pm j
i wFull Moon Oracle
Our Weekly Feature
0} ;iIS
ffgfe Uml
Featuring the K--\/\g: :
W Fridfay & Saturday
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"A very, very hot spot! " Dante
D.J. Madness 9pm-2aiT)l
SUNDAY NIGHT 20 Cent Wingsl ««jjg
Mh I m m a|| |ii | * | I iilfU9 fivaSt kIiIUIwRock Me All Night Long! S^V
(Well, at least until 11pm anyway).
The Gandharvas capture the essence ofa genre
A soap bubble
and who?
STEVE DOAK
Cord Entertainment
From lime to time, a band comes
along that captures the essence of a
whole genre of music. The
Gandharvas. from London, are just
such a band.
The Gandharvas played to an
all-ages (read - loads of young Tins)
crowd at Phil's last week. The show
was pari of the bar's on-going
Wednesday night conceit series.
The band is best known for
"The First Day of Spring," a regular
appearance on the airwaves over
the hot summer months. It's proba-
bly the most stimulating hallucinato-
ry song since the Velvet
Underground's "Heroin," continu-
ously building you up for a climac-
tic meaning that never comes.
Th e
conceit revealed a differ-
ent side of the band's talent than
what appears on their debut allium,
"A Soap Bubble and Inertia"
(released in March).
The star of the show was Paul
Jago, the band's lead singer and
principal song-writer. He plays him-
self as a younger Perry Farrell, with
a bit less maturity in his voice but a
lot more emotion. Throughout the
show, he ranged from a Farrell -
type whine to a Primus style scat in
"Quickfeel," to full-on rage in
"Beakfulls of Heroin." At the same
time, he swayed and jumped per-
petually, whipping the crowd into a
frenzy.
Dead Can Dance music was used
as the introduction for the band,
leading directly into the rhythm of
"Cans." Most of the songs on "A
Soap Bubble and Inertia" followed
this opening,
from the
fun k y
" Sa turn
Quits
i Fasting"
I a n c!1 "Supreme
Personality," to the carniva-
lesque "Circus Song," and the laid
hack harmonies of "Dallying" and
"Shadow." Beyond this, a selection
of new songs were played, includ-
ing a funky dancing
tune called "Put Me To
Bed" and "binding," a
mellow ballad reminis-
cent of "Under the
Bridge."
Noticeably absent
from the set was
"Bundle," one of the
band's best songs that
builds upon the styles
of Nirvana, Alice in
Chains, and Jane's
Addiction J a go
blamed this absence
on the demands the
song makes upon his
voice, while noting
that it is one of the
band's favourites.
The Gandharvas are still young,
hut they've taken popular music in
a new direction and show a lot of
promise for the years to come. In
the mean time, Jago says his mis-
sion is "to serve my musical
impulse, I guess... 1 love writing
songs; I never want to neglect that."
Another album and more touring
are clue in the new year, as well as
a video for "Shadow."
Opening for the Gandharvas
was Slowburn, from Vancouver.
They are best known for their song
"Whatever," a recent favourite of
CFNY. Throughout their show, they
managed to explore the extent of
life and death in four-four time and
grunge guitar riffs. Nirvana is an
obvious influence on Slowburn,
although hints of Radiohead and DRI
also creep into the music from time
to time.
Slowburn is currently on tour
through Ontario and into the U.S. to
promote their album "Sparked".
All in all, Phil's once again pro-
vided great entertainment for the
evening, although I'm still scraping
bits of ankle-biter off my shoes.
i
Rymes with
fuck all
SELENE MACLEOD
Cord Entertainment
l don't dance. Those of you who know
me know that. That's why it's surprising
that I did this night. But then, Rymes With
Orange, one of my personal favourite live
acts, has that effect on me. They played
the Volcano on Friday. Oct. 21, to a disap-
pointingly small, but energetic and enthu-
siastic crowd.
Looking like a four-year-old gone
astray, in a minidress and tennis shoes, tat-
uxxs on full display, Vancouver's Bif Naked
opened the show with a ferocious punch.
She's a solo artist, but was surrounded by
the band DSK for the occasion. Musical
pigeonholing is really difficult here;
maybe, a touch of Tool with elements of
the Smashing Pumpkins, fused with Pat
Benetar circa 19H6 (when she was still
cool). Throw in some elements of R&B,
and you're on the right track. Her album,
Bif Naked, on the Piutn/A&M label, is
available everywhere. Next paycheck, 1
know I'm picking it up.
I staked out my spot in front of the stage
early; 1 need not have bothered, as it
turned out, since 1 was the only one there!
Everyone else was t<x> shy to let the band
see them. But Rymes With Orange played
a set typical of them — awesome. Their
lunky/progressive pop-rock is sounding
better than ever, and I was guilt-tripped
(thanks, Lyndon) into buying the new
album, "Trapped in the Machine" (Citnis
Soul/Pium/A&M).
The new Rymes With Orange is bolder,
harder, and serious. They're still great, but
1 kinda miss "Log", the matching suits, the
foglights (they can kill the dry ice anytime,
though!) But I asked about it, and their
singer (Lyndon Johnson, and yes, that's his
real name!) told me they've been doing
the same thing for four or five tours now;
they're bored of it. So they're doing some-
thing different, but no less fun. Two
encores proved that different is good.
Check out their video for "Toy Train",
due out this week, and next time, go see
them!! They're always worth it.
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"In Waterloo there are only two ways to have Am after the lights goout" J
PLAYING TH's COMING WEEK... !
7:oopm-M« THE MASK
9:IOpm*M# PRISQIIA, Qo*«n of lh« D»s»rt fljil jM
7:oopm •PG» SECOND BEST
9:oopm Hi* PRISGUA, Quma »112 lfc» Dswct .'
7:oopm•«> SECOND BEST T^rtP**\T^f/
ANIMATION! Q|JT^/XGEOUS
7:oopm •PG* SECOND BEST
*™ I animation
9:oopm•S-TOO OUTRAGEOUS ANIMATION! M'fIMl'.MUJffgjlMffHiimmmnimmm
7:oopm -f>G* SECOND BEST ]
9:ospm «*• TOO OUTRAGEMUS ANIMATION! REALITY IS
for people who
7:oopm *fG» SECOND BEST I
9:ospm *fI*TOO OUTRAGEOUS ANIMATION! CAN'T HANDLE
SMS*-™ K HIM KTI * H
«<»TOO I _ —. 1
7:oopm *AA» BARCELONA
Its only o movie |
9:lopmH-TOO OUTRAGEOUS ANIMATION! Friday Nov 4 - Wtdnwdiiy Nw 9. j
Film Guides available at 6 Princess St. W I
Wilf'» & The Centre Spot Waterloo Bgs-2950|
For Your Aural Stimulation...
The Arrogant Worms
Russell's Shorts
Festival
The Arrogant Worms are a comedy group
which originated at Queen's University. They
specialize in quirky comedy songs that poke
fun at the politically correct ("Carrot Juice is
Murder"), racial tolerance ("No there's nothing
wrong with Killer Robots From Venus") and
places in Newfoundland ("A Night on
Dildo"—it's a real town). It's the kind of stuff
that seems to flourish here in Canada, land of
'Bowser and Blue (you know, they did
••Polkadot Undies"). If you're familiar at all
with B&B you'll know the type of music I
mean. You'll also know that it only works
half the time, probably has something to do
with stretching a single funny concept into a
three and a half minute song. The result is
that only about a third of the songs on.
"Russell's Shorts" are genuinely funny. The
best is "Tokyo Love Song" which tells the tale
■■■
her feet were made to touch her nose as .she
Lauren Stephen
Oasis
Maybe
i Epic
"
were referring to Oasis, the "next big thing"
British press usually goes ape-shit over pathet-
ic bands I'd rather slap around a hit. like Jesus
Jones, or Charlatans UK. Even when they do
gel 1! right, in the case '>1 Suede < >r the Smiths
they're still prone to extreme exaggeration. I
have nci cosmic system of measurement that
coukl possibly rate the quality ol God, but
Oasis is definitely not Ixnter than the Ik-atles.
With that said, "Definitely Maybe" is still a
pretty good album, .sort of like the Suede
album that never was 1 don't like Oasis as
much as I like Suede, but I could see how
scmelxxly else might.
All modern British bands seem to invite
comparisons to David Bowie, so I'll get those
out of the way to stail with. The guitar rill
from "Digsy's Diner" is an obvious rip-01l ot
Refx'l Rebel". Other than tli.it. "Rock 'n Roll
Star" (which is also the name of a Bowie
tune) ap|x\irs to be the only obvious debt tc>
that source. The boys in Oasis seem to be
pretty original when making their music, or at
least original alxntt picking their musical influ-
ences—another band is currently suing Oasis,
claiming "Shakermaker" is a blatant copy of
one of their songs.
It you're one of those rare but devout
slaves to the British press, you've probably
already bought "Definitely Maybe". If you're
a bit wary of those dirty English bands (and
quite rightly so), believe that Oasis' new
album is a pretty decent venture.
Lauren Stephen
The Wonderstuff
| If The Beatles Had Read
| Hunter...The Singles
J Polydor
Well, The Wonderstuff
have broken up after seven years of terroriz-
ing the British music scene. As a final act of
public mischief, the band has released this
collection of singles: a collection that barely
scratches the surface of their nauseatingly
catchy repertoire. Pans are sure to appreciate
what's here, though, considering the 'hard to
ftnci'ness and the i can't believe it casts that
much'ness of other Stuffies albums. CFNY
favourites like "Don't Let Me Down, Gently''"
-i, - '
, '
-
•' •' .
1 ; i
i
■ .
They were inst themselves....Their cynical,
snickering selves. So poppy, and so mouthy
too. The title of this album pays tribute to
Hunter S. Thompson, a gon/o journalist and
'Rolling Stone' legend who was no slouch in
the cynicism department either. Complete
with silly liner notes, art and photos, this disc
is a memorial for a dear departed band that
ec>uld have been as big as the Beatles. (Except
the Beatle.s didn't read Hunter.)
Aaron Hunter
Love and Rockets
Hot Trip To Heaven
Beggars Banquet
The long awaited album by Love and
Rockets is no disappointment but rather an
ingenious testimony to the diversity and capa-
bilities of the band. Love and Rockets 1 most
recent release "Hoi Trip To Heaven" is bril-
liantly different from anything that the band
has produced to date l-'ealuring the talents <>1
Transglobal Underground vocalist Natach Alias
and mixes by lx>th Kris Needs and Locust,
"Hot Trip To Heaven" is already finding |popu-
larity throughout the U.K. as well as here in
Canada. Providing listeners with a variety of
sounds ranging from 'twisted lounge jazz to
ambient trance," Hot Trip To Heaven" is an
album that will undoubtedly appeal to a
diverse audience.
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My Diploma
NEU STUDENTEN KUNST
I read the want ads five times today,
While I sat in my barren kitchen.
The paper stayed the same,
Like the unfilled cupboards,
Staring back at me.
They didn't teach me this at university.
How to survive an empty life.
They gave me a paper which said I graduated,
But didn't help me fill my soul.
Below me a pizza shop violated the emptiness,
With hints of satisfied hunger.
Maybe they would let me have some,
If I cleaned their toilet.
My friend jumped off a building.
I'd jump too, but I'm too much of a masochist.
I'd apply for unemployment,
If I could get it.
I'll have to stop by the food bank
On my way to the welfare office.
by Daniel Patterson
One afternoon I went sailing
And something fell
Overboard.
It wasn't me or the captain.
It wasn't the sunscreen or the
Top to my bathing suit;
It was my lunch.
The fish ate heartily that day
for I had just eaten
A spam sandwich.
by Izabel Waite
Love's Laboured Loss
i was such an optimistic idealistic
self-absorbed romantic
that i forgot to look and truly see.
i forgot so much reality
that when it came down to the crunch,
she was nothing as i thought.
as much as i tried to let things be—it crushed me.
i could not get over what i believed
i felt that i had been deceived
it took some time, but my heart grieved
and now i am quite wary.
of being textually sexually taken
away and becoming forsaken
of losing all that i thought good
or regressing to my childhood
in fear that love is never found
where once upon a time i drowned
myself in its comforting embrace
it has thoroughly slapped my face,
and so it goes, and on and on
but i could not face another dawn
stinkin' thinkin' in the face of loss
not regretful or forgetful of the cost
as friends we may begin anew
but there is nothing i can do
though true, it is difficult to take.
by dale wells
Depressions of the Mind
I sat in a hole of a diner
And read the newspaper.
Death.
Destruction.
And depression.
It seemed the whole world was at war.
In fact, it was.
Wars of words.
Wars of guns.
A family of four burned to death.
They didn't have a smoke alarm.
There were more homeless than ever.
Staking out their spots on cold streets.
I wanted to help the world.
I questioned god about his intentions.
Later, as I walked home,
A bum asked for some change.
I didn't even acknowledge his presence,
and the world continued on.
by Daniel Patterson
TREASURE
I remember sitting on my mother's knee,
In the old rocking chair, while she slowly sipped her tea,
With needles set we'd sit and rock as she did mend,
As untold stories she told to me for many hours on end.
She spoke of far off places that she had read about through the years,
Of foreign lands, of treasures, of kings and queens and earls,
Of deserts, storms and ocean seas, beyond our garden gate,
And I knew that someday I would leave because it was my fate.
I left home in my twenties, the time to go was right,
My lovely mother waved at me as I drove out of sight,
The oceans called, the deserts blew and I had to see them all,
But always sending post cards home from every port of call.
The years sped by and soon time had me almost caught,
So I headed home to see any changes that had been wrought,
My darling mother, frail, white haired and old,
Hugged and kissed me and gave me her hand to hold.
I gently set her on my knee in that same old rocking chair,
And told her of my travels, while I slowly stroked her hair,
She wanly smiled, then slipped away on her quest to the promised land,
We rocked the day 'till sunset, never letting go her hand.
Of all the places I have been,
Of all the things that I have seen,
My greatest treasure, without any qualms,
Was securely held within my arms.
by Mel Beetham
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, LOOSE TALK
I There's been a lot of it since our accidental oil
| spill off the Alaskan coast. And much of it has
txo-gn directed at the good people of Exxess.
M / some misguided folks are saying that Exxess
doesn't care about the spill, or its long-term
If Well those people are wrong.
$ ||jB We do care. And what's more, we're doing
employees are literally working overtime so
that, despite the millions of tons of oil lost in the.
water, North America's fuel needs will be met. /
Sure, this overtime means that we're going to 9
_
have to charge a little bit more for our sr.**
e|||| petroleum products, But isn't that a "^pl|pi
small price to pay for energy security? jmm
So don't worry. At this very moment, '4;$%;
dozens of ships exactly like the td
Valquez are headed this way, each one
near to bursting with the oil we \
— need to keep our economy strong. -
Yes, we spilled a little oil. But t h a Vs
NSK Public Service Announcement
Even though the bastards at Poetry WLU refused three of my poems for publication
last year, NSK is proud (albeit bitter) to inform the public that Poetry WLU (that
tasteless rag) is seeking material for its Spring 1995 edition. They want poetry, or
short prose poetry up to 50 lines, prose up to 1500 words. Sounds a little like NSK,
except we're not so snooty that we actually set standards, below which you scatter
like chaff into the wind (get it? 'wind' is one of those witty poetic euphemisms for
'fart'). They want no more than 5 pieces for consideration from each artist, because
after trashing three of your poems they start to feel guilty and dirty inside like Cain
after he slew Abel with a rock to the head (another poetic device! allusion!). Include
your name, address, phone#, and student ID if applicable. They also want a self-
addressed stamped envelope, because when they refuse your three poems they
send them back to you with a form letter of sardonic encouragement to try again
next year. Hand it into the English Department office or mail it to Poetry WLU c/o
English Department, WLU, 75 University Ave W, N2L3C5. Deadline January 31,
1995. If they refuse you, try NSK (the proletariat's poetry page!).
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« .i. areas of law. If you are interested in a legalHELP WANTED HIMOM DAD, INEED MONEY. NOW!! n
HFAD-INJURY REHABILITATION : Help, ... , 1 PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT GLOBAL (GAYS,
nmfessiona s with therapy. Must have car.prorcssiui " LESBIANS OR BISEXUALS AT LAURIER)
Ata" 10-20 llolirc/week $20/lir. Common,,y CLUB. SQUASH CLUB AND ADULT MATURENeurorehab 1 ° Box 22069 West,,,oun, /7 STUDENTS ASSOCIATION WILL ALL BE
l'osfal Out et, ael 00, n _ ij / PRONOUNCED INACTIVE DUE TO LACK
_
r~, J OF EXECUTIVE. FOR MORE INFORMATIONWarned!!! Individuals, Mudenl Organizations SL \ CONTACT JONATHAN WINTER (CLUBSand Small Groups to Pro, nole SPRING W'A& t*. 'Vl \ COORDINATOR) AT 884-1360.
BREAK '9~>. Earn substantial MONE\ and 112 1
FREE TRIPS. CALL THE NAIIONS LEADER, 112 112 , J PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT THE JAZZ ANDINTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013
\ J J FINANCIAL CLUBS WILL LOSE THEIR/ RECOGNITION DUE TO LACK OF INTER-
NEED EXTRA CASH? Join a network of uni- _ ( EST OR AMALGAMATION.
versity students doing part-time work from V > s y J . I
home. Direct training; limitless potential. r \ 112 / PP/!?Vl)/V\T »
Independent Distributions available. Ca ' L
Enterprising students call: (705) 722-0426
„ ■ , • 4 , A LOVING COUPLE WITH ONE CHILDcassette, acoustic guitar in excellent conch- WLIJ DAY VOLUNTEERS: Just a reminder to , mi)T , rAIM ADC VOIt „Rpr
j'li > t ￿ t c \r 11 . . lt . . . , , . c ■ HOPE TO ADOPT AGAIN, ARE Y U PREO-Children s International Summer Villages tion Dirl ch eap, test otter on all items (mov- attend one ot the mandatory into, sessions Tr\ mAimANn
/ru,. A r> • i c iu ii , w ~ -r it M o//OA IA NANT AND CONSIDERING ADOPTION?(CISV) Require volunteers for adult leader- jng sale) call Andrew at 884-0462 and leave a from on either lues. Nov. 8 (4-201) //?- ,rn„TDc ™
ship positions in Europe, North and South message. or Wed. Nov. 9 (2CB) Thanx again!
America. If you enjoy working with children, INITIATE CONTACT.
,
... ii , DTTI2T QTimiTrTl ,-T , • 1 i ' r- I I PRIVACY SENSITIVELY RESPECTED FORpossess good communication and leadership r ( /fl/jl , .lfTfl y 112I Experienced Tutor available in Calculus,
skills and are 21 years of age or older you Physics, Math and German. Call 886-2928 ALI "
could qualify lor dm unique experience. Alone will, your unplanned pregnancy' Call Adoption: A loving doctor's family longs tomleiested call 88,-3903 o, 742-28,1 We offer suppor, and can help you Word Pi-ocessing Sejv.ce Reports. Resumes. Jhjte *ew.
discover your options. 579-3990 letteis, mailing lists, fomi letters, etc. on lecy lyibv's future will be filled withFREE TRIPS TO CARRIBEAN, FLORIDA, cled paper. Laser printing, dictaphone, equa- hoin ' Your hahys t t W1
"
,
,lliCCl Wl "
„nrncr A\mvrtJEi)E ■ i- • i • -iii love, lauohter, education and security.QUEBEC...ANYWHERE... Canadian Mental Health Association tlon editing, optical scanning available. ne and/or related expenses will be paidGOLIGER'S TRAVELS *1 in Customer Service, . nranrh s,>r Audrey 884-7123 Housi g
Pc paid
,s 100king,or ,1, e BEST individuals, Cubs or <)f fMHA „ee(ls . iuX^m"
SerS«iXm0 SU,,/Ski to support children in one-to-one relation- live Psychic Tarot and Ll'dL (6.7) 332-99*1 "Luu l-800-/ioi-/Zl4 ships Love, money, know your future. Talk live,
- assist children in developing self esteem one on one now!!!! 1-900-451-3555. Must Ix.' ul ; m n„
THE HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION , , .... 18yrs or older. Procall Co. (602) 954-7420 Dear letll< Mie-Ka-
uprnc vniiß 111771 pllll T | lf, K'iirliHncr Haven't we said enough to raise your ire yet!NEEDS YOUR HLLI !!.! I lie itche er- A chM |neets with their V()lunteer weekly 0r . jf m 112
*
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vo„ r|vpn ,.Waterloo Chapter of the Heart and Stroke , . , , . , • . . lctivilies LOST-keys on BACCHUS shoe lace with
°r 1S ' l crel Y he fact that y u ha c t g)t
r,, nn
,| ,li c innUmi fnr -i nacnnrnihlp socia . ~ , . . . , ~ ten off your collective butts to do somethingfou dation is looking foi a responsible, u t]y needed in schools throughout small $100.00 plastic key chain attached small SWFOFS. r-.rmons hive suchenthusiastic student to lead the Laurier Kjtci iener w- lterl{) o C imhriclsze unci ire i reward offered. Lost in Student Union
a bout...THE EDK . Cart
,
r,n,.„« Riitv r-,in crrt-.f in
lt llc Wat o °. a d ar a. , small, 2-dimensional brains you know.Canvas liiitz leam! uain giear (LXpenence in Call 744-7645 Building lastweek please call 884-0462
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organizing and communication skills, while Sven, Gunthei, Bjorn, Hans
helping your community. We will train you!!! We C , Q yQU|. lyp, ng ngh( , Hssays! le-gal Resources Presents: "CAREER IN lAW
Call Lisa Howarth for more info, at 571-9600 Term papers! Resumes! Fholoct)pying! Laser NIGHT" Tuesday Nov. 8, 7pm in the Turret.
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ARTICLES WANTED Frinling! i:ree spe" checkin «! M °re! 0,115?c> Five iaxv,yers wni iie siieakin « °n the difterent
Parking Space Wanted Preferably close to LSAT-GMAT-GRE Training programs- |B|
King and Ezra. Call Niehola @ 725-1231 Since 1979 we have successfully prepared
thousands of students for these tests.
WANTED Microcassette player or walkman LSAT and GRE programs begin during the /) rJffr 'Of*with recording for external mic. Call 884-0462 month of November. LSAT and GMAT H Kif**
(ask for Andrew) courses begin during the month of pII a h If |
r/\ri CA T lanuaiy. Call now! Richardson-(4l6) 410- |UJ j\lr I idFOR SALE 7737 or! 800 567-7737 Jj f'
Globe and Mail subscriptions available at Freelance Word processor with 8 years Al Q
40% off the regular rate. More info, at the experience specializing in academics.
Centre Spot Students and faculty Please call pager,
~
KOH-I-NOOR,
, o
465 Phillip St., #2 (at Albert), Parkdale Plaza 11, WATERLOO V
•
NEAR Bo™ UNIVERSmES
M IVe serve the finest East-Indian M
Cuisine...Curries, Tandoori and Vegetarian
ii ————i———— • 1
Course Lunch Specials KffITHW Win Free Pool ML/*
™ Mondav to Friday ll:3o am - 10 2:00 p- m - m HHHLAttendantS3 Hours: Mon.-Sat. 11:30-2:30, 5-11; Sundays 5-10:30 H
Exam Hours: starting Dec. 7th
Mon- FVi 12 noon - 8 pm
| Sat & Sunl2noon-llpmJ
Mon. -BizExam
